













From her hiding spot, Laithe watched as the girl crept from the house and climbed the 
steep path to the goat barn. The girl was stark naked except for the scrap of cloth she kept 
wrapped around her privates as underthings, and she steamed a little in the air. The night was 
cool, but the ground where Laithe lay belly-down by the outhouse was still warm, the damp 
seeping through her nightgown. A pair of luminescent moths flitted around her face, casting a 
greenish glow about her, and she swatted them off, afraid the girl would spot her. Laithe 
extinguished her lantern in a puff of acrid smoke and brushed a few stray leaves off her ratty 
nightgown, and she silently stood and emerged from her hiding spot to follow. 
 The girl had been sneaking out of the house each night for the past week, and Laithe had 
to know what she did, out in the dark. Perhaps the girl was getting into mischief, growing fat on 
cheese stolen from the dairy, sneaking eggs, or meeting with some vagrant boy who lived in the 
woods.  
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Martin had said nothing of the girl’s absences, which was strange. Martin, who had a 
comment for everything, was silent on this subject, simply ceasing to visit the girl at night, 
instead remaining in bed with Laithe. She tried to keep her mind from wandering to its darkest 
places, imagining Martin at the girl’s bedside, but she could not help herself. Catching the girl at 
her mischief would calm her mind.  
The girl had cried at night for the first few weeks after she and Martin brought her from 
Gigneaux, the nearest town. They’d saved up for a year, coin by coin, and finally the day came 
when they could bring her home. Laithe had been nervous about the girl before her arrival. 
Laithe had always dreamed of a child, and though this was not what she had imagined, she made 
and remade the girl’s bed on the day Martin was to cart her home. It was a bed only in name—
just two ancient, yellowing quilts sewn together with clotted stuffing between them, laid down 
on the floor of the attic. They supposed she didn’t need better, but Laithe had wanted to take 
good care of her.  
Martin had said she was an investment. The farm really was too much work, especially 
with no children of their own, and Martin’s failing knees, and Laithe’s bad back. The two-
hundred-year-old farmer’s cottage—Martin’s homestead—was in dire need of repairs, and 
another pair of hands. Besides, the children up for “adoption” at Gigneaux’s little market had 
parents who were criminals or paupers, Martin had said. Besides, he went on, the children could 
go home with anyone who showed up with a fistful of cash. They were better off here, Martin 
said. A better life. 
 
Martin brought the girl home riding atop a sack of rice in the horse cart on a spring day. 
She wore a filthy gingham dress—the fabric was rare these days, since all factories within five 
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hundred miles of their nook in the Pyrenees had long since shut down, after the wars—and she 
had a mop of long, dishwater blonde hair that fell down around her bony shoulders and hung 
limply to her waist.  
 Laithe put her at about fourteen as Martin lifted her from the cart, though she could have 
been any age, as thin as she was, with no breasts to poke through. Despite the girl’s size, Martin 
grunted with the effort of lifting her. He was not as young as he once was, his dark hair thinned 
and wired with gray. 
 Laithe had always wanted a little girl, but the girl in front of her was disappointing. She 
was not the bundle of warmth that Laithe had hoped for, but stared at Laithe in a disconcerting 
way, her eyes as unreadable as stones. Laithe told herself that the girl would warm up to her, that 
it would only take time. 
She moved to embrace her, but the girl shied away, so she instead patted the girl’s light, 
fluffy hair.  
“Well, aren’t you a pretty one,” she said. It wasn’t untrue, unclean though the girl was. 
 “She can’t speak,” Martin said, unloading a sack of rice. “Can’t understand neither, not a 
word.” 
The girl stood—unmoving, unmoved.  
“What’s her name?” Laithe called to Martin, who had returned to the house.  
“Make one up,” he said, and slammed the front door. 
 
Laithe and Martin were not married, not really. Laithe had turned up in Martin’s barn at 
nineteen. Martin had been only fifteen at the time, and alone on the homestead. Twelve days of 
wandering had shucked every ounce of fat and muscle off Laithe’s body, the bones and sinew 
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rising through her thin skin like wicker workings. Travellers had killed her family in a raid, but 
Laithe escaped and wandered until she found Martin’s barn. 
The goats had spooked as she entered the barn, and by the time Martin showed up at the 
high loft door, she’d hidden behind a pile of moldering hay. She’d panicked at the sight of the 
broken-handled scythe he carried—his pathetic but threatening weapon of choice—but he’d 
relaxed and exhaled when he saw her, and gave her a quick kick to the thigh.  
“Well, you aren’t a thief,” he said. 
She shook her head no, though that wasn’t exactly true. It was a hard life, and she did 
what she had to. He was looking off past her, anyway, considering maybe. 
Back in the house he’d fed her scraps of bread and broth with a wrinkled half carrot 
floating in it. Martin’s face was set in a sort of permanent sneer, Laithe noticed, and he had an 
uneasy nature, squirming as if his chair was too hard, but she was hungry, and he seemed keen to 
talk. 
 “Have you got folks?” he asked her. 
“They’re dead,” she said through a mouth cottoned up with bread. She bit off another 
enormous hunk. 
“That makes two of us,” he said, eyeing her. “I buried them myself.”  
He looked off at the reflection of the pair of them flickering in the darkened window, the 
table lantern an enormous flame raging out over the valley. “I’d got to thinking that when it came 
time there’d be no one to dig the hole for me.” 
She said nothing. 
“You want to stay here?” 
She nodded. 
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“I expected as much.” 
She still wondered years later if she hadn’t been young and female what he might have 
done with her. That night she slept in his bed as if she always had. “So you don’t steal anything,” 
he’d said, though she knew better even then.  
 
The girl cried, up in her attic bedroom, for many weeks. They didn’t lock the girl’s 
door—there was hardly anywhere to run—but the crying upset Laithe, until Martin began 
leaving their bed to quiet her down. Laithe believed the sound bothered Martin as well, and she 
sometimes heard him move about the house, lumber upstairs to the girl’s attic bedroom, and 
later, out to the front porch to smoke gatleaf from his long pipe. As the summer passed, Martin 
visited the girl’s bedroom nearly every night, returning after Laithe had drifted off, smelling of 
sweat and pipe smoke. 
Martin took it upon himself to put the girl to work, so each morning after the girl 
wandered down the stairs to the smell of breakfast, she followed Martin off through the neck-
high dewy grass, thick with flies, and out of sight. Laithe was sad to see the girl go each day, and 
was lonely at the dairy until the two returned for lunch. The two spent the mornings uprooting 
the strangling nettles from the steep plots of potatoes until the afternoon settled upon them, then 
moved into the shade to repair the fence that collapsed every year.  
The girl ate gingerly at lunch each afternoon, her hands pricked and swollen. Her eyes, 
too, were often red rimmed. Laithe hoped that Martin was not being too hard on the girl. 
Martin had been a harsh teacher to Laithe. When Laithe first joined him at the farm, he 
pulled her hair when she did wrong—if she upset a milk jug or lost hay, or an egg fell out of her 
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folded hem and cracked on a rock. If he was really cross he’d come away with a handful of little 
wisps. Martin had confused her, and he still did.  
Some nights, especially in winter when the vegetables were eaten up and suppers were 
small and thin, he’d feign anger with her for something she said, or the dirt in her fingernails, 
and would scrape the rest of his supper onto her plate, cursing her for spoiling his appetite. When 
the peach tree near the graveyard by the house gave a single fruit that first year, he plucked it 
warm from the sun and threw it at her. It hit her stomach hard enough to knock the wind out of 
her, and he walked away, smirking. The fruit was delicious. Other days, though rarer now, he’d 
get up early to do the milking, quietly as possible and not shaking the bed, then would slide back 
under the covers when they normally woke and curse her for her laziness, wrapping an arm 
around her as they slept late. Even after twenty-five years, he continued to surprise her. 
 
 She hoped he wasn’t hurting the girl. Each meal he returned with a new affidavit of her 
stupidity, her laziness, her stubbornness—qualities Laithe did not particularly see. The girl 
continued to cry at night, though she had grown stronger in the few weeks that she’d lived at the 
farm, her face rounding out about a pretty mouth, her knees less like knobbles as her legs filled 
out slightly. Laithe had been surprised at his patience, in fact, with the girl. She never returned 
for lunch with bruises, and she never heard Martin shout at her as she cried at night—only his 
quiet departure from bed and the slow walk up to the attic. She thought maybe he was softening 
up in his age, or felt a growing warmth toward the strange girl as she did. 
But as summer reached its end, the girl began sneaking out of the house, and Martin said 
nothing of it. He had merely ceased his own nightly wanderings, and instead she heard the girl 
quietly opening the front door after they all had settled into bed.  
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Laithe chose a night to follow the girl. Martin was crouched before the small fire in their 
bedroom and turned over burning lumps, and Laithe stared long at his back and considered what 
to say. Her tongue felt dry and furry.  
“I feel sick,” she said to Martin. 
 He pivoted on his toes to face her. “Lie down then.” 
 “Not that kind of sick,” she said. 
 “You should come to bed,” he said, and stood. She was always surprised at how easily he 
filled the room, though it was small. 
 “I’ll need the outhouse,” she said. “I’ll just wake you.” 
 His look was unreadable. “How about you come to bed,” he said. Martin was not an easy 
man to disobey. Though he had calmed as he aged, Martin had, for the last twenty-five years, 
ruled over their house with a forceful hand. 
 Laithe, however, had grown bolder as she aged. Perhaps she felt her grasp on her place at 
the farm less tenuous than in her first years. 
 “I can’t,” she said, placing that whining tilt in her voice that she knew annoyed Martin, 
and clutched her abdomen in feigned digestive pain. “These flies, they make me sick.” 
Laithe picked a spot by the outhouse to hide and wait for the girl to emerge from the 
house. She wasn’t sure what she might do if she found the girl was stealing, much less if there 
were some young, illicit lover in the woods. Occasionally, there were roving people who moved 
through, or even came boldly knocking on their doors. The world truly was not a safe place. 
Martin came back with stories from town, of families murdered in their beds, of husbands, in the 
midst of long, cold winters, driven by hunger to eat their wives.  
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Laithe was half sure that these were fairytales, invented by Martin. However, they had 
more than once encountered travelers looking for trouble. Twenty years ago, when they were 
both young still, they’d had a pair of guests—a married couple who had knocked on their door, 
and who Laithe, for sheer desire to talk and to hear of the outside world, had invited in for 
supper. The woman was fat but with sunken cheeks, like her face was a wad of dough someone 
had pressed their thumbs into. At dinner she gulped down the table’s milk bottle, froth spilling 
down her chin and onto the grease-stained smock she wore while her husband licked his lips with 
a thin tongue and spoke quickly. That night, Laithe awoke to the screams of chickens. 
She and Martin ran outside to find a single hen flapping in the road and the couple off out 
of sight with half the brood. Martin emerged from the barn with the scythe in his belt, cursing the 
sleepy horse, and rode after them.  
 Laithe stood by the henhouse and waited. After a time Martin came back, emerging from 
the dark on the horse with the chickens, one under his arm, one footbound to his belt and 
flapping sporadically.  
 “They just ran off,” he said. 
 “Without the chickens?” 
 “They ran off,” he said. He held the scythe loosely. Laithe had the impression, looking at 
him sitting there, that she had never seen him before, and while she felt a surge of desire for him, 
the same surge carried an electric current of fear.  
 They’d had sex for the first time that night, though Laithe was not sure precisely why she 
had felt compelled to. It was not entirely desire. She had only a tenuous grasp on Martin, and this 
frightened her. The world was a dangerous place. 
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 Since then, she and Martin had lived in relative seclusion. Every visitor since who had 
turned up off the road had been greeted with the scythe. It was because of this that Laithe was 
not only pleased when Martin left for market every fortnight, but was glad when he returned. 
 On her days of solitude, Laithe would do her work faster than usual, milking the goats 
early and carting down hay from the high fields for the many nibbling mouths with an extra 
spring in her step so that she could spend the afternoons going for walks along the valley. She 
could bathe, stark naked, in the sun-warmed water of the river’s tributaries, or sunbathe atop the 
nearby peaks, evading the tall piles of vicious whip ants, stopping only to gorge herself in thick 
patches of bushes of murchberry—like raspberries, but much more tender and delicious. But 
each time as she returned, she grabbed the scythe herself from the doorstep, checking the house 
carefully before she started dinner, keeping her steps quiet as she searched for strangers in the 
closets and inside dusty cabinets. 
 
 Laithe crept in the same way as she entered the dark barn in search of the girl, her 
breathing quiet, her steps soft.  
The goats in the barn were asleep, but stirred as she walked in, letting out sleepy bleats. 
Her eyes strained to find the light, and she felt with her hands for the ladder to the loft. The steps 
creaked as she climbed, as if her bones were heavier, though there was no more meat on them 
now than the day she arrived. 
 The girl was curled up in the hay, high up on a bale, with a cat sleeping atop her long fan 
of hair. 
 Laithe observed her body in the grainy dark of the barn. She had grown taller and fleshed 
out since her arrival, her arms now brown and muscular, her nibs of breasts smoothed and 
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rounded. A fear began to thicken in Laithe’s heart as her eyes probed the girl, her bare belly 
puffed out and moving softly as she slept.  
 Laithe crept back to the house and climbed into bed. It was hot under the sheets, and she 
couldn’t hear Martin’s heavy breathing, so he was awake, she was sure. 
 “Why does she sleep in the barn, Martin?” she asked, her voice soft. 
 “I don’t know.” He didn’t seem surprised at the fact, she thought. It was as if he already 
knew. 
 She wanted to ask again, but this time she was afraid he would answer.  
 She began to hate the girl. 
 Laithe could not sleep that night or the next. Martin’s eyes grew colder towards her by 
the day, she could feel it. All at once, she felt the last twenty-five years slipping from her 
fingers—the farm, Martin, everything—and into the outstretched hands of the girl. 
What if the girl was pregnant? It was certainly possible. She wondered if he had noticed. 
Surely she could not mention it to him, since she could not be sure of how he would react. His 
initial animosity towards the girl had seemed to fade into indifference. There was only one 
incident that she could call to mind that had seemed odd, aside from Martin’s frequent nighttime 
absences.  
It had happened about two months ago, on the hottest day of July. A goat had been born 
that week, she remembered it clearly, and it hadn’t been doing well. She cradled the poor goat in 
her arms, its legs dangling loosely, head lolling as she removed him from the barn and into the 
fresh air. It was cooler outside, just the slightest breeze, fewer flies, a view down the valley. She 
loved the little goats, her babies, their fur soft as rabbits’ fur, but this one had been born too late 
in the summer. The goat was hot, strangely scalding on her thighs, and his muzzle was slick with 
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mucous as she covered his mouth and nose with a hand, softly at first, then firmly. His body 
wriggled slightly, tiny hooves twitching, and then he was still. He wouldn’t have survived 
anyway.  
She saw, far off, the girl and Martin entering the house, and she embraced the little body. 
The girl bristled at her embraces, so she had stopped trying. The girl was not what she had hoped 
for, not at all; she was cold and unloving. Though Laithe tried her best to forgive—she knew 
what it was like to be alone and afraid. 
She walked down to the house, leaving the little goat beneath a bucket to keep the flies 
away. She’d ask Martin to bury the body, as he always did.  
Laithe descended from the barn and stepped into the house out of the sun. The air inside 
was thick and close, and she wiped her brow with her hem and stopped in her tracks. The girl 
was sitting on a kitchen chair, feet sprawled out. Martin was leaning over her, examining the 
weeping red welts that peppered her legs, his eyes close to her skin, which was covered with 
light, soft hairs like caterpillars had. 
“Whip ants,” he said without looking up, and took a green wad from between his 
molars—mookweed, which soothed painful bites and rashes. He pressed it to a sore with a 
thumb. Her limbs looked long and delicate in comparison with his hands, perpetually filthy. 
Martin’s eyes trained on the girl’s long, soft leg, and his slow breath fluttered the little hairs of 
her thigh. He pressed the plant into each reddening bite slowly and gently, cupping her calf in his 
palm. As he finished, his hand lingered just a second too long, grazing the hairs above her knee. 
Martin cleared his throat and stood up. The girl wouldn’t look at Laithe. 
Laithe had thought little of this at the time, though the intimacy of the moment stuck in 
her mind in a way that made her sick to her stomach. She searched for other telling moments, but 
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thought of none. She knew of nothing between Martin and the girl, nothing for sure. It could be 
paranoia. But god, the girl’s belly looked bigger every day. 
 In light of her new fears, Laithe’s appetite evaporated. The girl continued to sleep in the 
barn, and still Martin said nothing. While it had disturbed her for so long not to understand the 
girl or see through her unreadable look, now she grew fearful of her—more fearful, still, of the 
growing distance between her and Martin. 
One morning, as she was carrying a pair of bowls of porridge to the breakfast table, she 
hit a tender ankle on a table leg just so, and she dropped a bowl so it sloshed a little, and let out a 
little yelp of pain. 
“Don’t break a hip,” said Martin, coldly, with a little smile, and Laithe thought she saw 
him exchange a bright look with the girl.  
The girl tucked into her porridge quietly, making no indication that she had understood. 
Laithe, however, had understood all too well. The girl was glowing, healthy and brown, and even 
if she weren’t pregnant, or if Martin simply hadn’t realized yet, it was true that Laithe was aging 
faster than she cared to admit. A hard youth of starving winters and little meat or vegetables had 
made her prone to sprains and bruises, and her splitting afternoon headaches grew worse, 
crippling sometimes. Laithe could not grow expendable. She had to get rid of the girl before 
Martin noticed. 
 That weekend, on a damp morning that was forebodingly hot, Martin left for market atop 
the mule. The girl, upon his dry command, helped him load the cheeses and caskets of cabbages 
and late summer tubers into the cart, scolding her little for setting the delicate greens down too 
harshly. As Martin rose into the stirrups, he let a hand brush back a swathe of her long blonde 
hair, much shinier and smoother than six months ago, when she arrived on the back of the same 
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cart. The stroke was just a second too long to be fatherly, Martin’s look a little too intense to be 
the right kind of gaze. If there was a right kind.  
 Bringing the girl here had been a mistake. Just as letting in the couple who had knocked 
on their door had been a mistake. But she’d survived this long—through disease and hunger, 
burglars and her own burgling, and nearly three decades of Martin—and she would not face her 
demise calmly, no matter how much she pitied the girl. The girl had to go. She would do it 
tonight. 
Laithe sent the girl up to a nearby hill to gather berries as she finished the evening 
milking. She needed some time to herself to collect her thoughts. Laithe wasn’t sure how she 
would do it. Though the girl was still smaller than Laithe, she was younger, and stronger, in all 
likelihood. It would be best to catch her off guard, or, better yet, in her sleep. 
 That night, after sipping lightly from her soup supper, which the girl ate lustily, she lay 
awake until she was sure that the girl had gone to sleep—funny, she didn’t creep out to the barn 
when just Laithe was in the house—and rose, sweating, from the bed and crept upstairs to the 
girl’s room.  
 She brought nothing with her but the thick blanket she rested her head on. It would do the 
trick, she thought. Laithe had used her hands in the past, for the sick little goat newborns, born 
too late in the summer. But Laithe did not want to touch the girl while she did it. So she had the 
blanket. 
 As her eyes adjusted, she listened to the girl’s slow, steady breathing. There was a slight 
wheeze to her breath, like a horse, and Laithe could see that she slept in her bed like a little 
creature, the blanketing twirled and bunched into a nest that she napped atop, her hair fanned out 
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behind her wildly. She wondered what the girl dreamed about, or if she remembered her home. 
She wished that she could put these piteous thoughts out of her mind. 
 Looking at her, the soft, sleeping creature, Laithe grew very tired. All the stress of the last 
few days had made her ill, and in the heat of the attic, she could not work up the energy for 
killing. Laithe clutched her blanket and lay down next to the girl, who woke with a start, but 
made no noise or movement.  
 Laithe stayed there, feeling the heat radiating off the body beside her. She thought it was 
strange that the girl did not acknowledge her, so trusting that it seemed intimate, but soon her 
hatred got the best of her, and she left and slept in Martin’s bed, sweating stickily. 
 It was true, then, that the girl did not leave the house for the barn when Martin was not 
there at night. In Laithe’s mind, this confirmed her fears about the two. Laithe cursed herself, 
lying in her own bed that night, for her indecision. The girl could not remain.  
Her presence was unbearable to Laithe the following morning—a strong musk drifted off 
of her dirty clothes, a deeply sexual smell, in some way, her breathing was too loud, too labored, 
likely from eating too much, and god, did she eat, as if she had no idea winter would ever come.  
After breakfast, the girl took the bucket from the hook by the door and hiked up to the 
barn for the morning milking, as always, and Laithe followed, her movements slow, her limbs 
feeling heavy. She would tell Martin the girl had run off. The body would be easy to hide—the 
valley had so many hiding places. Laithe knew them all. 
 The girl sat milking, the spurts ringing into the empty bucket. Laithe watched from the 
door to the dairy, and picked up a large board that sat by the doorstep. It was heavy in her hand, 
just enough heft to knock the girl out, if not to finish the job. 
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 Laithe walked into the dairy behind the girl, just loudly and slowly enough as not to 
arouse suspicion. The board slipped in her hand, clunking heavily on the ground, and the girl 
turned to look over her shoulder, and, surprised by the sight of Laithe, fell from her stool and 
knocked over the bucket of milk.  
The girl sat on the ground, unmoving. The puddle of milk ran off in opaque rivulets. Her 
face was soft and surprised, and she looked Laithe in the eye.  
Laithe could not do it, and she flushed with embarrassment.  
“Look what you’ve done,” Laithe hissed. It angered her that she was embarrassed in front 
of this strange child, and she floundered for the upper hand. Her intentions were obvious, she 
was sure.  
Laithe brought the board to her chest and clutched it tightly. “You’re pregnant, aren’t 
you?” she asked, unsure how the girl might respond. It was unclear, still, as to whether the girl 
refused to respond, or physically could not, due to some physical abnormality. Regardless, the 
girl looked confused. 
“When did you last bleed?” Laithe pressed further, looking down, as if posing the 
question to the girl’s abdomen. 
A deep blush, and a look of recognition and fear washed over the girl’s face. Laithe could 
not kill the girl, but she needed to put her wash of anger somewhere, so she snared her fingers in 
the girl’s beautiful hair and yanked, though the girl let out no cry.  
“Run,” said Laithe. “Get out of here.” She was relieved but angry at her inability to act. 
“And if I see you here again I’ll cut your throat in your sleep. Understand that.” She let the girl’s 
hair go, her fingernails snagging in a few snarls, but the girl ran out the door of the dairy and 
Laithe could hear her quick footsteps on the gravel path.  
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A few days passed, and for the day of Martin’s return, Laithe made a beautiful 
murchberry pie, with little leaves carved into the thick top crust, where the thick juices of the 
berries ran and browned deliciously. 
Martin returned at sunset, when the house was lantern-lit and a dark umber. It was as 
though he could smell the change before he even crossed over the threshold, swinging open the 
door with a dark look. 
“Where is she?” he asked 
 Laithe looked out the large window overlooking the valley. In all likelihood, she was 
long gone. Or she would be soon. If she didn’t run into any trouble, she’d starve quickly enough. 
And even if she didn’t starve, it was a hard life out there for anyone, especially someone like her. 
Laithe knew that well. 
 “She ran off,” Laithe said, but her voice came out small and unconvincing.  
 He looked straight through her. “What have you done?” he asked. She let out a small 
sound, pressed a hand to her mouth. Why couldn’t she stop making mistakes? He reached a thick 
hand down, ensnared it in her hair, and pulled her up to his face by the ends of it, and she let out 
a long, slow wail. “What have you done?” he bellowed. A fleck of spittle flew and stuck to her 
cheek. 
 “I have a headache,” she whimpered, and struggled to gain her footing, dangling as she 
was from his hand. The thin fibers of her hair began to twang and rip in his grasp. 
 “You were supposed to watch her,” he said, shaking the wad of hair. “You’re the one 
who wanted her, remember? We paid all that money.” She gained her footing, and Martin loosed 
her hair and paced off, beginning to lose himself in his thoughts. He had a way of working 
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himself angrier, of feeding his own fire. “She was very important,” he said, talking to himself 
now. “You have no idea how important she was to me.” 
 She stepped back. “If she was so important, maybe you should have kept your hands off 
her.” She barely finished the sentence and her stomach dropped. She caught herself in a trap. 
Martin let a hand fly. Laithe tried to sidestep and missed, sitting hard on a shelf, right on the 
bone, and knocked a porcelain pot of flour to the floor with a splitting crack and an eruption of 
dust. It hurt so much her vision blurred a little, and she felt like she would be sick. She 
sidestepped another slap, but he moved forward and pinned her in the shelving with his frame—
her hand came down to catch her weight and landed on a shard of porcelain that nosed through 
her palm, severing a cluster of veins. A wetness in her fingers.  
 Martin’s hand fumbled for her throat and clamped down there. “Yes, I admit it, I did 
enjoy her from time to time, and yes, if you were wondering, I know she was pregnant.” Laithe 
couldn’t breathe. Her vision dappled. “She was a noisy girl, too, I think she liked it.” Martin’s 
face was so close his features blended into one—a grotesque great eye, popping with blood, 
yellowed and angry.  
 Laithe’s face grew hot, she thought her hands were clammy—one seemed to be pouring 
with sweat—her eyes were sweating, they were closing.  
Through the throbbing in her ears, she couldn’t hear the door swing open, and past the 
greyish purple of Martin’s hazy face she couldn’t see the girl walk in and pick up the scythe by 
the door.  
She only felt the hand suddenly relax around her windpipe, her vision and the heat 
coming back to her face as she looked down to see the nose of the scythe pointing out of 
Martin’s chest, the tip angling out near his shoulder. Martin’s face softened, his lips parted 
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slightly, and he looked down with the slightest surprise at the scythe, as if remembering 
something he’d long forgotten.  
As he slumped towards the ground, Laithe became acutely aware that the girl was staring 
at her, her look, as ever, unreadable. She was dirty for certain, and unrecognizable somehow, but 
there was a new familiarity about her. Martin slipped a little more and Laithe found herself 
holding him up in her arms, hands under his armpits. 
 He didn’t turn towards the girl behind him, but gazed out in the direction the scythe’s tip 
was pointing, out the window, over the valley, where the sun was just rising, the basin still a cold 
blue. Laithe followed his eyes out to the graveyard. In the stand of trees below the house Laithe 
could see the fencing around the tombstones—the graves were dug so long ago that the people 
lowered into them had been long forgotten.  
Off to the south a line of dust dimly lit made its way up the road. Harmless passersby or 

























At night I have the strangest constellations of dreams. Sometimes they blend so 
seamlessly into reality that it frightens me. I live in the instant between sleeping and waking, my 
limbs glued to the mattress and a heavy weight on my chest, a dark beast in the corner, creeping 
closer. In my boiling nightmares I see creatures that creep and bubble like swamp mire, tall 
sprays of black-thorned trees, the sky a pastiche of grey and black pounding horses. In my veins 
pumps the dark blood of the Wyoming wilderness.  
LJ said I should start writing down my experiences to keep my head straight. I never had 
trouble understanding my own thoughts before, or remembering the day of the week, or details 
from my past, but here I am. I came to Burning Tooth three years ago, but it feels like thirty. The 
ranch has such a strange power over me.  
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LJ has been very comforting, but I don’t often know whether to trust him. He says you 
get used to it after awhile, being here, the idea of being here, that the other ranchers are as clear-
headed as the day they arrived. From the little I’ve heard of LJ’s past, I don’t know if that’s true. 
All I can really know now is what I feel. In the day, and at night, my feet feel strangely heavy 
and my limbs slow, as if I were shoulder deep in mud, or in a nightmare.  
My consolation lies in the thirty-something others, here with me, my kin, though most are 
still strangers to me. I only hope that through writing, I can clear out the fog in my head, and 
begin to understand what has happened to me. 
- 
I suppose, as with all stories, I should start at the beginning. I was twenty-one, and after 
graduating from a university I cared little for with a degree I had no interest in using, I left my 
east-coast college town in the apex of summer and drove to Wyoming and became a maid.  
I wasn’t sure what I was looking for, but I had become comfortable in my suburban 
world in a way that terrified me. When I wasn’t studying, I was lolling around with my yearling 
boyfriend, Algernon, a painfully pale psychology PhD student with a Calvin and Hobbes tattoo 
and a burning hatred for the outdoors. We bonded through our lack of activity, spending our 
weekends on his pullout couch eating takeout chana masala and watching horror movies on 
Netflix. Most days we didn’t wake up until two p.m. It was a world I fit into more than I wished 
to admit.  
Algernon protested my leaving, but he had half inspired it. I loved him, but his lack of 
passions, overwhelmingly bland interests (video games, brunch), and khaki-infested wardrobe 
had begun to overwhelm me with a physically crushing boredom. I grew unable to keep my eyes 
open, and my parents (schoolteacher, software engineer) drove me to a doctor to have my thyroid 
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tested, but everything was normal. I wondered if anyone else had ever suffered from a clinical 
lack of excitement. 
I tried to recall the last time I had been truly happy and settled, like most, upon my 
childhood. My parents had rented a van for a couple weeks every summer when I was a kid and 
drove us out to the Grand Canyon, the Tetons, Zion, Yellowstone—the postcard-image plains, 
caverns, and canyons of American grandeur. Some nights we spent in cheap cowboy-themed 
cabins, or in our patched, mildew-scented brown tent, or, most memorably, at dude ranches, with 
corrals full of hairy Shetland ponies and wooden cowboy standups with the faces cut out where 
you could have your picture taken.  
In my frequent daydreams, I had visions of going back to one of these places. I liked the 
kitsch, the theatrical family-friendliness against the backdrop of the sky-high peaks of the 
national parks. I envisioned being a wrangler, leading a line of tourists on horseback across a 
scenic ridge overlooking vast plains, chewing on a stalk of grass and naming flowers, wearing 
hokey flannel and high-rise blue jeans and boots with turquoise studs. Perpetual cowboy summer 
camp.  
I couldn’t say what drew me to Burning Tooth in particular, simply that I felt drawn to it 
after I saw the advertisement. Even then, I think the ranch was reaching out to me, pulling me in.  
The day of my arrival at the ranch, my visions were quickly squashed, as I failed my 
wrangler tryout with flying colors, falling off the horse twice. There were tears involved, I’m not 
proud to admit it. After the tryout, I sat on a low step on the porch of the ranch’s main house, 
planning with heaviness my trip home. Then fate appeared and began walking my direction in a 
pair of quilled boots. 
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LJ Bondurant appeared from the overcast Wyoming afternoon as though he had been 
born from a stand of quaking Aspens. He had a spray of light-colored stubble and a lanky gait, 
and I felt drawn to him in the same way I was drawn to the vast mountains that reared their 
snowy heads up behind him. Of course, this was the draw. I see that now. Looking back, I 
couldn’t have resisted that kind of trouble if I’d tried. 
He nearly walked past me into the guesthouse, but paused, looking slyly at me. I knew 
the look—a sort of sexually-charged curiosity. Though his seemed more like indecision. 
“Can I help you?” he asked, smiling to himself and looking around, as if someone were 
playing a joke on him.  
“I’m looking for a job here,” I said, my voice cracking a little. “As a wrangler. But I think 
I’m probably just going home.” 
He sat on the step beside me and leaned in, interested. He smelled like warm hay. “Now, 
why would you do a thing like that?” He smiled kindly, as if he’d made up his mind about 
something. 
 
As my luck would have it, their ninety-three year old maid had kicked the bucket two 
days before my arrival, and I found a job as her replacement. I wondered why she had worked 
there to such a ripe age, but I signed with the woman in the office that afternoon, no questions 
asked.  
The work was mindless, but in an enjoyable way. There were twenty-four guest cabins to 
clean, each decorated, bizarrely, in a different color pastel, and each with its own little creature 
head on the door. That seemed to be a theme at the ranch. The main gate, I noticed at my arrival, 
was large and wrought iron, and had a trio of little squirrel skulls dangling from purple strings 
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from the arch. I thought maybe they were just the souvenirs of a particularly morbid child. But 
there they were on the guesthouse, and the cabins as well. Some cabin doors had deer skulls, 
with long, white, arching antlers, others what looked like ox, cow, and then a number of little 
varmints I couldn’t recognize.  
The first night, finding the ranch still oddly empty of staff, who seemed to be hiding from 
me, I holed up in my cabin and slept early.  
That was when I had the first dream. Out in a vast field, LJ came to me, stark naked and 
beautiful. He touched me, drove me wild, and as I brushed his neck I found he wore a necklace 
of teeth. Feeling my mouth, I realized that they were mine. 
I woke the next morning to a knock at my door, and flushed to find LJ standing there in 
the morning sunlight holding a basket of fragrant persimmons with leaves and mushrooms. 
“Morning, stranger,” he said, smiling as if for a picture.  
I looked at the basket in his hands. I wondered what his game was. “Is this… “ I asked, 
“from you?” 
“Oh, no,” he said. I was relieved, but also a little disappointed. “Just a little welcome 
present from the staff. These fat orange boys are from our orchard. They’re really good. Picked 
this morning. And these,” he said, picking up some red flowers, “are for getting the weird smells 
out of your cabin. This was Gloria’s cabin. She had a certain odor about her. Did you know she 
was ninety-three?” 
“So I heard,” I said. His theatrical tone was somewhat of a turn off. 
“The ranch is good for people. Keeps them strong and lively.” 
“It certainly is a beautiful place,” I said, keeping it safe, to pleasantries. 
“Yes, actually, I was hoping to show you around the place today. Play tour guide a little.” 
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I wasn’t averse to the idea. Though there was something off-putting about him, he was 
still attractive, and I thought maybe he’d loosen up after a few more conversations. My eyes 
wandered down to the basket, to a little bundle of dried mushrooms wrapped in saran wrap.  
“Oh,” he said, chuckling, having followed my eye. “I almost forgot about these. Do you 
party?” 
I raised my eyebrows. I wasn’t strictly opposed, but he didn’t really look like the casual 
drugs type and neither did I.  
“No pressure, of course,” he said quickly. “I just find that they enhance the magic of the 
place. Even the old folks still partake every now and again.” 
He set down the basket on my dresser and we left. Though I was worried about my work 
for the day, he reassured me that it wasn’t every day that someone new came to the ranch, and 
that they had more than enough employees to get the job done somehow. 
“I haven’t seen anybody around,” I said. “How many people did you say work here 
again?” 
“Thirty-nine,” he said. “So where are you from?” 
“Why would you need thirty-nine people for such a tiny ranch? I hardly saw that many 
guests here last night.” 
“Folks tend to stick around,” he said cryptically. “Now, isn’t that a view.” 
 We had emerged at the apex of the hill that housed the staff cabins, and the whole ranch 
was visible before us. The ranch enclosed a huge valley, with a number of barns and sprawling 
woods that butted up against the base of the Tetons. October had hit with force, and there were 
swathes of orange trees, the rich greens of pines, and the surreal yellow of delicate quivering 
aspens.  
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 LJ and I wandered, the ranch nearly empty. 
 I told him about school, and my parents, and Algernon, and he kept asking questions so I 
kept talking. LJ was likeable, but distant. He acted interested in me, but it seemed like a feigned 
interest, like one of my mom’s work friends, someone who was obligated to be kind. He was so 
different from Algernon, his manners so practiced. I tried asking LJ about himself, but he gave 
vague, brief answers. He’d gone to school for a bit, and had hoped to become an equine vet. 
Grew up in Idaho. Didn’t have much family anymore.  
 We shared a late lunch by a stream, and I watched as guests and ranchers trickled back 
from their morning activities. I asked to go back to the guesthouse to check in for my duties for 
the day, but LJ protested. 
 “Oh, no,” he said. “Don’t worry about it. You should stick around. Stella’s show is in 
twenty minutes.” 
 He grabbed my hand warmly and dragged me up the hill to a red barn hemmed with 
rosebushes. A pair of guests in gingham ducked into the darkened barn before us, holding hands. 
The doorway was hung with a heavy garland of marigolds and Indian paintbrush, bright orange 
and red, and topped with a grinning wolf skull with swirling red blooms in the sockets. 
The barn was dark when we entered, but I could hear the murmuring of other guests and 
restless feet sifting through sawdust. A light came on in the center of the barn—larger than it 
looked—illuminating a striking young woman with long black hair atop a white mare, and an 
assortment of twenty or thirty indistinct faces around the ring. She was dressed in white, and she 
and the mare both wore crowns of fall flowers.  
LJ pressed in beside me, placing a hand on my mid back, and I could feel his warmth 
through the flannel of my shirt, almost feverish. I felt a blush rise up in my cheeks, and turned to 
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look at him, but found that his eyes were fixed on Stella who, without introduction and in 
silence, trotted to the edge of the ring and urged her horse to a canter.  
Balancing with her hands, she rose and stood on the saddle, raising her arms like a 
gymnast to a small spatter of applause. She continued to circle in the dim lighting of the room, 
glowing in the spotlight, which followed her around the dark ring. She stood on one leg, raised 
herself into a standing split, did a handstand, moving as if manipulated by an invisible hand. 
Guiding her horse somehow to the middle of the ring, she did a backflip off the mare’s 
hindquarters to land in the dust with a gymnast’s flourish to an enthusiastic but sparse round of 
applause.  
I clapped, though I felt LJ’s hands remain around my waist. Though I felt him press close 
to me during the performance, it seemed clear that he could not have taken his eyes off Stella if 
he had tried, so intensely he stared at her as she removed her flower crown and bowed, her limbs 
long and golden, her hair darkly shining. She remained unsmiling, and, replacing the crown on 
her head, lead her horse from the ring. She looked up, not at LJ, but to shoot a look at me, one of 
anger. If LJ noticed, he made no indication. LJ stared sternly after her, his face controlled, as if 
willing away the pain of a tender tooth. LJ’s warm arm guided me out of the barn, and his mood 
shifted as we stepped out into the sunlight and the dissipating crowd.  
“Pretty fantastic, huh?” he said, giving my back a scratch. He was smiling again, as if for 
a picture, his seriousness gone. 
“Yeah,” I agreed.  
It was oddly fantastic. Stella’s talents seemed misplaced somehow at this middle-of-
nowhere dude ranch. I wondered how she came to be here. What I couldn’t get past was the look 
on Stella’s face during the performance. Not a glimmering performer’s smile, but an empty stare. 
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There was the odd sensation, too, of LJ’s hands on me and his eyes on her, whom he clearly 
knew much better than me, and his serious look, his own performer’s smile gone.  
We parted with a promise that he would come to visit me again that evening after dinner. 
Though I was pleased with LJ’s company, I was feeling foiled in my plans to meet other folks. 
Though I figured I would have little in common—they, like LJ, were probably raised on 
horseback—I deeply desired to belong here, to feel like an insider and at home in this strange 
and beautiful place. I was thrown, too, by his temperament. He seemed too smooth, too 
practiced. I should have been disconcerted, but I was hooked—I needed to crack him, to solve 
his puzzle, break through his wall.  
As I walked the long path to my cabin, the sun cut behind a lip of a mountain and my 
vision was saturated with orange, as if I were caught in a pair of neon headlights. After 
struggling with the flimsy key, I flung open my cabin door, dousing it in a wave of orange, and 
quickly found someone standing there—a man, tall, and with a black mask covering his face and 
a crowbar in his hand.  
The thrill of shock prickled my muscles, but before I could run, I felt a hand behind me 
grasp at my throat, and found another masked man standing there. I pulled free and ran as 
quickly as I could as I saw another pair of masked people making their way towards me, and I 
made for the office, as the four had me surrounded.  
I was shouting for help before I even opened the heavy office door. My pursuers were 
fast, right on my heels, and after fumbling with the knob with shaky fingers, I swung the door 
open to a small cascade of balloons and a heart-stopping mob of people jumping out from behind 
tables and desks and chairs with a scream and it took me a long second to realize that they had 
yelled “SURPRISE!” 
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I turned and looked for my assailants behind me, but found that the four had removed 
their masks and deposited their weapons and were laughing heartily amongst themselves, four 
men in flannel shirts and jeans, and they joined everyone else in the office where I was 
recovering from my recent cardiac event. 
The office was lit in blue, though I couldn’t tell where the light came from, and the walls 
had been hung with sparkling silver tinsel and the light from an orbiting disco ball bounced in 
endless refractions of purples and peacock blues and greens.  
One by one, each of the many staff walked down and patted me on the back and said 
“Welcome!” or some such well-wish as I stood stupefied, at once relieved that the frank terror 
had been part of a set-up, and in part deeply bothered by what these people had considered fun.  
A man, enormous and squat-nosed, stood before me and clapped me on the shoulder. 
“You’re a good sport,” he said, smiling broadly, his peculiar face changed but not greatly 
improved by the wide grin. There was a huge tattoo visible on his chest—large looping script 
that read, “In Nomine Patris et Fili et Spiritus Sancti.” 
 “We’ve all been terribly curious about you,” he said, scratching his nose, and I saw from 
the mask in his hand that he had served as one of my faux-attackers. “But we like to have 
somebody scout out the new folks before they meet everyone, you know. Wouldn’t want anyone 
uncool sticking around here too long. Part of our tradition.” 
An older woman in flannel was edging her way in to greet me, and he sidled off. I saw LJ 
in a corner with a sullen looking Stella, gesticulating at me. I wanted to talk to him, but suddenly 
cake appeared in my hand, in everyone’s hands. They were served on Dixie plates, but were 
beautiful individual cakes, covered in hundreds of delicate orange sugar roses, and creamy and 
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carrot flavored on the inside. One by one the staff came up and greeted me with a warm 
handshake, and looks that ranged from curiosity and pity.  
The staff were of varied ages, some about my age, and some who looked older than my 
grandparents. I was exhausted by the time I’d met them all, and it had grown dark and cold out, 
and I emerged from the glowing blue of the office into the evening. The cold air was refreshing 
after the heat of the party, and while I half wanted to head back to my cabin and maybe pack my 
things and leave, I was so exhausted from the day that I thought I might just collapse on my bed. 
Just then, LJ burst from the office door into the night with a storm of noise. The din was 
muted as it slapped shut again. 
“Well hey, where are you off to?” he asked, slapping me softly on the back. “Your 
evening isn’t half over yet.” 
After my scare, and in my exhaustion, I was annoyed. “Don’t you all have work to do 
tomorrow?” 
“It’s not every day we have fresh game around here,” he said, his smile leading. I 
shivered a little in the cold. “By which I mean to say, the staff love to tease. I’m really sorry 
about the scare, but it’s just an old tradition. We do love to put on a show here,” he said.  
I was mostly unmoved. “Plus,” he added, “we don’t really have Internet, and folks get 
bored. The Halloween season makes everyone a little crazy.” 
He massaged my shoulder apologetically, and walked me back to my cabin. He grabbed 
the bag of mushrooms off my dresser.  
“Come on,” he said. “You can’t go to bed angry.” Before I could protest, he popped some 
in his mouth, and I followed suit. LJ produced flashlights from his pockets, and we set out into 
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the evening. Logically, it seemed dangerous, but LJ was warm and wrapped his warm hand 
around mine, and he seemed confident, so I went with him.  
The moonlight was bright, and as we walked it grew brighter, and the clouds seemed to 
travel faster across the sky until they made s swirling patterns on the grasses and sagebrush, little 
dancing figures in the brush, lurking, watching us.  
LJ didn’t seem to feel the effects the same way I did, but I couldn’t really gauge him, just 
as I couldn’t earlier that day, and he took me to a stream where he stripped down in the cold 
night air and I saw the hairs all over his body stand up straight in the October chill. 
He was attractive, but nothing spectacular, but I laughed happily as he undressed, rolling 
smoothly, and began to take my clothes off too, and we soon were bathing in the river naked, in 
up to our waists, too cold and stoned to be sensual.  
We put our clothes on when our legs went numb, and tried to jog back to the cabins, 
gleeful, our skin steaming in the air, and our muscles weak and straining and numb, just as if I 
were in a dream, trying to run from a monster. It is a feeling I have come to know well. 
LJ and I slept together that night, in my cabin, and just before sunrise he made his way 
quietly out the door. I was still too high to sleep, but lay naked and drying, my hair wet and still 
cool against my skin, fanned out over my pillow, and realized that the evening had been the most 
exciting that I’d ever had. And I’d only been here two days. 
The next day, I woke early and with a headache, and it seemed the other staff had either 
begun their duties or taken the morning to sleep in. It did seem to be an oddly large staff for a 
ranch that had relatively few guests. Today was sunny, and a few children played and screamed 
out by the riding ring while the adults fanned themselves and drank iced tea. 
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LJ wasn’t in sight or in the guesthouse, but I didn’t look hard for him, and instead began 
my maid duties and had a quiet lunch of pimento cheese sandwiches in a square of sunlight on 
the porch.  
I half hoped to hear from Algernon, proclaiming his love, or suggesting something 
graphically sexual, or even moaning about how his recycling piled up when there was no one 
around to take it out for him—anything to suggest that there was a spark of feeling back home 
that I’d missed, or to convince me that my life back in suburban North Carolina had been half as 
worthwhile a pursuit as life here, but there was no word.  
The next few days, I decorated for Halloween with some contentedness. It was the kind 
of mindless project I enjoyed. In between LJ’s visits and our romps in bed, I decorated the guest 
house with hay bales, and the fronts of the guest cabins each with its own straw man propped up 
stiffly in the rocking chairs, made with clothes left behind by former guests and stuffed with hay 
and topped with poorly-carved jack o’lantern heads lit with electric tea candles. I was content.  
During my preparations the afternoon of Halloween, my eye caught Stella as she emerged 
from a barn, her head hung low, leading a horse with slow steps. In the main ring, as a few 
children looked on, she gave the horse a smack with a long crop and he began to run in circles, 
kicking a bit, then falling into rhythm. Stella, hardly looking, kept popping with the crop as he 
circled over and over. LJ passed by the ring, carrying a saddle, and he hung it on the fence and 
watched her with a look I could only describe as tender. I was certain she saw him, she had to 
have seen him, but she didn’t look up or acknowledge him, and after a number of long minutes 
he picked up the saddle and moved on.  
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Evening descended, and I went from porch to porch, switching on the tea candles in the 
heads of my little scarecrows. I made my way down the dark gravel path to my cabin, but nearly 
smacked into Stella.  
“Hey,” I said brightly. “How’s it going?” But she looked at me with disgust and brushed 
past me and up the path towards the other cabins. I was annoyed. 
“What’s your problem?” I asked. 
She turned. “You stay away from him,” she said in a low voice. “Now that’s a warning.” 
With that, she left. 
I knew jealousy when I saw it. Still, I was shaken by her coldness. I didn’t come here to 
make enemies.  
“Don’t mind her,” I heard a voice saying, and a man closed the door of a cabin near me 
and stepped out to meet me. It was the enormous man with the Spiritus tattoo. “Stella can be kind 
of a sullen SOB.”  
I wanted to ask about her and LJ, but the man clapped me on the back warmly. “You 
coming tonight?” he asked. 
“Coming where?” 
“To the dance, of course. Big to-do. Halloween is a very special night at the ranch.” He 
smiled. “Plenty of mischief.” 
I put on my sexiest outfit—a polka dot dress that was probably too deliberately western—
and walked out to the barn at dusk to find the party had already started.  
I ducked under a curtain of flowers into the barn, which was lit richly in orange. They 
had installed a wooden dance floor and a band stage, decorated with flowers dyed blue and 
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black. The band was dressed as scarecrows, and the singer wore bride of Frankenstein hair and a 
long, orange-sequined gown.  
I scanned the crowd for LJ. A pair of children in rabbit pajamas screamed and scampered 
around the dessert table, knocking a trio of pumpkin cupcakes to the floor. The layout truly was 
extravagant. There were tables heaped with food, their legs practically bowed under its weight. 
Bones on racks of lamb stood crownlike at the center of a table, which on closer examination 
bore more sinister dishes—fish with bulging eyes, char-roasted beef hearts and tongues, tiny, fat 
and succulent Cornish hens with blackened beaks, sitting plumply in the center of platters of 
golden birds the size of sparrows and drizzled with butter, their delicate claws tied with twine.  
The opulence of the party seemed excessive for the guests. There looked to be fewer of 
them than ranchers, most mulling around in jeans and snacking.  
The band struck up a new tune and ranchers appeared from amongst the crowd, paired 
easily, and danced as if they were marionettes attached to strings pulled by the same pair of 
hands, turning beautifully around the floor as if atop a slowly spinning record. I got the same 
sensation then that I had before, talking with LJ, or the other ranchers—that they were putting on 
a show. It was a dude ranch, of course, and it was their job to entertain, to dazzle. However, 
looking around at the sparse and disinterested guests, I began to wonder who the show was for.  
The song ended and the dance floor emptied. I spied Spiritus coming towards me and 
waved. 
“What was that?” I asked Spiritus, still scanning for LJ. “How’d you all learn to dance 
like that?” 
 He put a hand on my waist and guided me to the bar. “Dance partners have been 
established for a while,” he said with a wink. 
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We sat down at the bar next to Thomas Thomas, a chubby late-twenties Native American 
who served as the ranch’s maintenance man, and I ordered a drink. 
 Tom smiled meekly as we sat. “So,” he elbowed me. “You excited yet for tonight?” 
 “This is an amazing party,” I consented. 
 “Oh, but the night has hardly begun,” said Tom, exchanging a glance with Spiritus. 
“Halloween is a very interesting night at Burning Tooth. Something special always happens. I 
wonder what the ranch has in store for us this year.” Tom seemed to be staring straight into me. 
 “Tom here is wild about Halloween,” said Spiritus, smacking him on the back with a ham 
hand. “Talks about it all year. He tells the best ghost stories I’ve ever heard. Scares the crap out 
of the tourists.” 
“Oh, now,” Tom leaned away from Spiritus’ mallet-sized hand and turned to me. 
“They’re alright. Mostly I find stories on the Internet and pass them off as ancient Native 
American legends, tell the tourists the ranch was built on an old native burial ground, shit like 
that.” 
I smiled. That was the sort of thing I ate up as a kid, and still would. Algernon and I used 
to watch horror movies and TV shows on Friday nights, ordering chana masala and samosas and 
criticizing the reactions, screams, and coiffures of the characters as they played “Bloody Mary” 
and investigated bumps in the night. 
I imagined that, if I were back home on this evening, I’d be doing just that—lying on his 
pullout couch, mouth full of curried potatoes, as Algernon laughed at the ditsy blonde who 
realizes with horror that their vacation home was built atop an old cemetery.  
Then I’d fall asleep in his arms, hot and sweating and spooked, straining my ears for the 
slightest sound until I fell asleep to fever dreams of cemeteries, where the headstone rows 
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stretched out for innumerable miles, the markers all identical, his and mine next to one another, 
and the neighbors, and my parents, like rows of identical houses.  
That kind of life followed you into death. 
I wanted badly to hear Tom’s stories, ghost stories being wonderfully melodramatic and 
satisfying, so I asked him for one.  
“Alright,” he said. “But this one’s completely true. It happened last year.” 
Spiritus clapped Tom on the back. “Nah, tell her the legend about the Axe-Slinger. 
Now’s not the time for this serious stuff.” 
Tom shrugged him off. “It’s an important story,” he said, and began. 
Last year, a guest died at the ranch. Martha Holland and her husband Leonard spent three 
days before the ranch’s big annual Halloween celebration on guided rides through the Tetons and 
around the nearby lake and exploring the grounds and walking trails. A nice couple. They had 
come to celebrate their fifteenth anniversary. 
 Thomas Thomas led the late-night festivities as he did every Halloween, the guests 
gathered around a bonfire after the dance was over while he told legends and ghost stories. 
 In the middle of Tom’s last story, Martha excused herself to use the outhouse, in the 
woods down a thin trail. She came back confused, disoriented, unable to say what had happened. 
One of the staff brought her and Leonard back up to their cabin, offering to call a doctor. Martha 
kept shaking her head, stumbling a little on their walk, saying that she and Leonard needed to 
leave the ranch as soon as possible. She said she saw something, out there in the woods, 
something that grabbed hold of her and wouldn’t let go. Leonard suggested that his wife had 
simply had too much wine at dinner, declined a doctor, and the pair went to bed early.  
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 Before sunrise the next morning, Martha woke, took the car, drove down the long gravel 
road to the ranch gates, and hit a tree. She died instantly. 
Spiritus and Tom were quiet for a moment, and neither looked at me.  
“So what happened to her?” I asked, curious. I felt a little shiver, though the ballroom 
was warm.  
 “According to the police report,” said Tom. “Nothing.” 
 Like any logical person, I was sure that Thomas Thomas’ story wasn’t true. But in the 
haze of the warm ballroom and my growing buzz, it might as well have been. The ranch came 
alive at night. It lurked in my dreams, it shone through in the extravagant parties, in the starlit 
skies, equally opulent, rich and living. It seemed to twist the bodies and the wry smiles of the 
ranchers beside me.  
The three of us sat in silence. Suddenly, I felt a cold hand pressed against the back of my 
neck and turned around to find LJ behind me, claiming the other seat next to mine with a fresh 
beer. 
“Chilly outside,” he said to me, smiling so warmly I half turned to see if he was smiling 
at some girl standing behind me. “There’s a cold front coming in tonight, just in time for the 
festivities.”  
I smiled back, or really pressed my lips together, searching for something to say, 
anything. 
He didn’t seem to mind, and leaned in closer to me. “Do you know Burning Tooth is 
haunted?” 
Tom scowled. “Don’t, LJ.” 
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Surprised by this sudden attention, and calmed by alcohol, I bit. “Burial ground or 
murdered widow?” I asked.  
LJ laughed and ran a finger lightly down the hair of my arm. “Lovers lost in the woods,” 
he told me. 
“Where’s Stella?” Tom asked, sounding mildly irritated.  
“Oh, out,” LJ replied. “Patrolling the perimeter, as always. You know how she gets this 
time of year.” He traced a circle by the side of his head. Crazy, he mouthed. “But we’ve got the 
gang right here.” 
“Patrolling the perimeter?” I asked. A few more ranchers joined us, milling around the 
bar. 
A young guy eyed me harshly, and forced himself next to me at the bar. His cold stare 
caught me off guard, and I forgot my curiosity. “Where are you from?” he broke in, his eyebrows 
raised in mock interest. I recognized him from the office party, but hadn’t seen him much in the 
week since.  
I answered him, though he hardly waited for me answer. 
“Going back there anytime soon?” 
LJ stepped in and pressed a hand to my back, ever his measured self. “Of course not. Lara 
loves it here.” 
The tension was obvious, and the other ranchers shifted uncomfortably from foot to foot. 
There was a break in the music, and the bar suddenly seemed oddly quiet.  
“She doesn’t belong here,” the man said oddly loudly. A few guests looked over. He 
began talking to LJ as if I weren’t there. “I don’t know who made the call on her, who okayed 
this whole thing, but she needs to pop back in her little car and drive on back to North Carolina.” 
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“Oh, come on,” an older rancher broke in. “Let her have a little fun.” He turned to LJ and 
I and winked. “I saw the two of you wandering back to the cabins awfully late the other night.” 
I half-smiled at him and wished the dance were over. “That’s funny,” said the cold man, 
with a bark of mock laughter. “Because I seemed to recall that LJ already had a girlfriend, and 
that her name was Stella.” 
LJ looked annoyed again, and began to pull away from the group. The man didn’t stop, 
and ranted on. “Oh, but I forgot that LJ’s girlfriend is whoever we’re preying on next.” He turned 
to me. “Don’t give me that face,” he said. “I’m on your side. If you know what’s good for you, 
you’ll get the fuck out of here.” 
LJ grabbed the man’s shoulder and led him roughly from the ballroom.  
Spiritus squeezed my arm and smiled grimly. “Don’t mind him,” he said. “He got here 
last year but he hasn’t really fit in like we expected him to.” 
I excused myself and went after LJ.  
“The ranch is a wonderful place,” Spiritus said as we parted. “Never forget that.” 
I found LJ outside and he wrapped his arms around me.  
“What did he mean about Stella?” I asked. What I should have asked was What did he 
mean about the ranch? But by that time I was already gone. I was already swept up in the ranch, 
in LJ. Something about the ranch made me sick inside with worry, but this same something 
clouded my head with shimmer, sweetness, and excitement, and I couldn’t have turned from LJ’s 
inviting face if I had tried.  
He cupped my face in his hands. “Who’s Stella?” he said. 
LJ and I were kissing before he even opened the door to his room. This is what it feels 
like to get what you want, I told myself. Finally. Savor it.  
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As he fumbled with his keys, I looked up into the maw of the sky behind me, with a 
smear of thick stars, and for all that it felt, home was infinitely far away, orbiting around one of 
those cosmic pinpricks.  
LJ’s room smelled of leather polish and the beer on his breath. I embraced him, and this 
time it was me fumbling at the buttons on his shirt, taking what I wanted, pushing him back onto 
the bed. I forgot, for the moment, my slinking fear, and savored this moment of satisfaction. 
As we fell into bed, the beam of moonlight shooting through the window was so bright 
that I could hardly open my eyes as we made love, and when I did, they settled upon a pair of 
skulls on his bedside table, brightly illuminated, smiling knowingly. 
LJ stirred, and I fondled him, which I had done with Algernon so often when we lay side 
by side, absorbing each other’s company. It was an act that he said made him feel under the 
microscope, though really I thought of it as just another form of intimacy. LJ didn’t seem to 
mind so much. He was wide open, I thought, unafraid. Feral, with that hint of danger. Nothing 
like Algernon.  
I wondered what Algernon was doing—whether he was watching TV, whether he’d made 
curry for dinner. I missed him. I even missed his ordinariness. He was comfortable. Being with 
him was like sinking into a large, squishy couch, feeling as though you never need to move. LJ 
was harder to grasp, which was exciting, but I also missed the frankness I shared with Algernon, 
the feeling as though I could simply be my boring old self, the certainty that the next day for us 
would bring more of the same—the same studying, cooking, TV watching. The same 
conversations.  
“You’re such a sweet girl,” LJ said. “And so smart, and you’ve got your whole future 
ahead of you.” There was a flatness to his words. I wondered if he thought they were true. Even 
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now, I’m not sure if he was being genuine. He might have been. At the time, I felt like I had 
broken some sort of fourth wall, like I was finally accessing the real LJ.  
“So do you,” I said, trying to console for a hurt I couldn’t yet identify. “You have vet 
school, and—“ 
He waved his arm as if at an invisible fly. “Psh. Vet school,” he said. “I’ll never leave 
here.” He stared upwards. “But you. You can do whatever you want to. Or could. But…” 
I swallowed back a lump. He was again as unreachable as the mountains around us, 
impenetrable. He spoke with a kind of deadness, the same deadness I saw in Stella, in the man 
who berated me at the party. It was a glimpse into my future that I didn’t realize I was receiving.  
I could see the illuminated smoke from the Halloween campfire down the long hill, and 
heard the bemused screams of the guests gathered around the fire for what I assumed was Tom’s 
finale, a surprise ending articulated by two wranglers dressed in masks and blood-soaked 
clothing jumping from the woods. 
I felt LJ’s hairs prickle at the distant scream, and I knew I had to ask him about Stella, 
and my dreams, before he slipped away from me again, but I fumbled at the words. “I’ve been 
having the strangest dreams lately,” I said. 
“Oh?” He sat up a little, so that my head rested on his chest, and I could just smell the 
slight oniony twinge of his armpits. 
I described the writhing landscapes of my dreams. “Sometimes they’re so vivid and 
strange I wake up and I think I’m back in North Carolina. And then I’m overcome with this fear 
that I can’t go home. The dreams aren’t even about anything. Just these dark shapes. But they’re 
alive. More alive than any animal I’ve ever seen.” 
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LJ wore a look of great indecision. I had given him a glimpse into my humanity, and it 
troubled him. I thought perhaps he was going to reveal something to me, a something I had been 
waiting for. “It’s going to be okay. Don’t worry so much.” He smiled, and his small teeth were 
sharklike.  
I turned my head towards the window, troubled by this image of him. I put it out of my 
mind. 
He opened his mouth again, likely to pour more honey out. But that was when the scream 
came. 
It was high pitched and inhuman, lasting long and dying in a rasp we could hardly hear. 
LJ’s hand fell limply from my shoulder, and my muscles liquefied with fear and he threw open 
the window as I tried to hold him back, convinced that opening it would allow whatever caused 
that scream to drift through its dark mouth and into the room with us.  
“What was that?” I whispered.  
“I’m not sure,” LJ said hesitantly, though I wasn’t sure if I believed him. I think that’s 
when I knew something was up, but I was too frightened by the terrible sound to think things 
through. All I knew in that moment was that I didn’t want to be left alone. LJ rose quickly and 
began to dress, but I stayed in his bed with the covers pulled up around my shoulders, my teeth 
chattering. The hair on the back of my neck, prickled up straight, refused to fall. 
“Come on,” he said, beckoning to me. “Let’s go see what’s going on.” Warm, 
comforting. 
I dressed and we left the cabin. 
It was fully dark, and I could see a group of ranchers gathered by the barn under a 
swinging light, not talking, just mulling. It was as if they were waiting for me. LJ and I joined 
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them, standing by Thomas Thomas, still in his makeup from the bonfire—an expressive skeleton 
face. He looked very serious.  
Two more wranglers appeared, jogging down the hill towards us, one of them Spiritus. 
He reached us first. “Jackie found a dead mare out by the west gate. It’s Rosie.” 
“What happened?” They were speaking loudly, and with more articulation and conviction 
than seemed natural. Though I was so spooked and curious that I simply listened.  
“Not sure. Something bad. Jackie thought maybe a mountain lion, or even a bear, but…” 
 “But what?” 
Jackie came up to the circle, panting. I realized I was shivering, my teeth chattering 
loudly. The barn was oddly quiet, except for the quiet clacking of an opened door. 
“It’s no mountain lion,” Jackie said. “I’ve never seen a mountain lion that could do that.” 
“Do what?” He glanced at me, perhaps measuring my response.  
He put a hand to his neck. “Huge claw mark, right across the neck. Bled dry, nearly. I 
mean, things like this have happened before, but I never thought it would get like this.” 
Now I was shivering hard, and I half expected LJ to put his arm around me, but he didn’t. 
“Well,” he said. “Someone’s going to have to go out and get the other horses.” 
“Who else didn’t come in?” 
He listed a few names, three mares, a few geldings. “LJ,” he said, “You go survey the 
west gate with Lara.” 
“Oh no,” I said. “No way in hell I’m going out there.”  
“You’d be safer with one of us,” LJ said, half smiling. 
In the face of this new mysterious fear, I agreed this would be the best option. 
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Spiritus finished doling out search assignments, and finally LJ wrapped an arm around 
me, but his skin was oddly cold.  
“Alright,” he said, his voice low. “Come on.” I hung on his words. 
We got some flashlights and a flare gun, stuck in my back pocket, along with a shotgun 
from the rack in the barn. As we headed off into a dark patch of woods I saw Stella standing with 
her arms crossed off by the guest porches, where the straw men with their triangular eyes lay 
heavily, their electric eyes winking. I wondered why she wasn’t going, too. 
The hunt began. The woods swallowed us quickly, the leaves crunching loudly in my 
ears, and we plodded on single-file on the narrow trail as I stared at LJ’s back, wishing I were 
back in his warm bed, or, more so, safe at Algernon’s apartment. I flashed my weak light into 
patches of trees, terrified of seeing something, but even more terrified of not looking.  
“Keep your eyes peeled,” LJ said.  
“What do you think it is?” I asked. 
“Maybe a cougar,” he said. He smiled back at me. “Maybe a ghost.” 
It was not the time for theatrics. I was deeply annoyed that he did not take my fear 
seriously, that he was not afraid himself. The scream had razzed through me like a current, and I 
was electrified. The hunt absorbed me. We were like children, sneaking out of the house to roam 
the woods at night, but here, it was real. At least, real to me. 
I was lulled hearing the plodding of LJ’s feet on the leaves, and I matched his pace, but in 
an instant, he stopped. There it was again—the horrible scream, wailing, shrieking up out of the 
trees nearby, the sound of a creature desperately terrified and terribly desperate. It was close, and 
so loud that it cut through my ears, so I clamped my hands over the rising hairs on the back of 
my neck and crouched downwards into the leaves, seeking solid ground. 
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LJ pulled me up and looked me in the face, and I thought he looked scared, too.  
“Come on,” he said, “and keep your eyes open,” and he began jogging up the trail in the 
direction of the faded scream. He stopped abruptly, and I panted, struggling to catch my breath. 
“Did you hear that?” he said. 
 “What?” 
 “I heard something.” His eyes scanned around. “Sounded heavy.” 
 “I didn’t hear anything.” 
He ran off into the brush along a fence. “Keep up, Lara,” he said. I ran, but a branch 
whacked me in the face, and as I rubbed the sting out of my cheek and struggled to open my 
eyes, suddenly it was quiet and I found myself alone. 
“LJ?” I said. “LJ?” I said, louder, though I was afraid that if I yelled too loudly he would 
not be the only one who heard me.  
 “Shit,” I said, my eyes welling up.  
I shone my flashlight desperately around me, then listened for a sound, anything, but 
there was nothing. 
I thought of all the other places I could have been in this instant. Lying on a couch 
watching a movie with Algernon, warm and comfortable, or off someplace new, coming home to 
a trashy apartment after a long day at work at a new job and an evening of drinking with new 
friends I cared nothing for, waking up the next morning to do it all over again. 
The other ranchers disturbed me, and it was thrilling. I didn’t miss the politeness, the 
dried-out conversations and proprieties. I thought of what would happen to my life once I left 
this magical place, suspended in stars, and went back to the real world, where I felt, most 
acutely, that nothing was real. Nothing was, or ever would be, as real as the fear I felt in this 
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moment, waiting alone for some unknown darkness to eat me alive. And while the strange, 
gnawing fear inspired by LJ’s cryptic words and the other rancher’s warnings overtook me—the 
same fear that I felt in my haunted dreams—and logically desirous as I was to leave this strange 
place for the warmth of Algernon’s bed, I realized that this fear was the most acute feeling I’d 
had for many years.  
 LJ was long gone, silence replacing him, and I tried to follow the fence back to the trail, 
but the fence simply continued. I turned back in the direction of the compound and walked into a 
clearer patch of woods.  
I gazed upwards, staring at the moon as it drifted behind moving configurations of the 
claws of trees and clumps of clouds as they moved, supernaturally fast, across streaks of sky and 
in and out of moonlight, drifting away from the compound and out towards the huge massed bulk 
of the Tetons that I sensed behind me, almost as I sensed the thing as I came upon it. 
I heard it and dropped the flashlight in the same instant, the falling light illuminating its 
dark bulk, an enormous absence of light topped with eyes among the trees off to the side of 
where I was walking. My light went out with the crack of plastic on stone, and I heard, or rather 
felt, the massive thing move, scattering leaves, just the slightest discernable dark shape in the 
diffuse light. 
 It was like something plucked straight from the dreams I had, in endless recurrence, of 
something coming after me, something distinctly evil, when I found myself dreamingly voiceless 
and unable to scream. It is possible, I suppose, that I did scream, and simply could not hear it 
over the vast rushing of blood through my head, crashing in waves against the levees of my 
eardrums—but something mechanical in my numb arms reached back into my jeans pocket and 
pulled out LJ’s flare gun, aimed it at the thing, and pulled the trigger. 
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Something slipped, and the flare moved up, rather than out, and after what seemed like an 
eternity, it burst into a ball of smoking light above the both of us, the thing and I. 
 The two of us stared at each other, and then at the light, burning and falling with a long 
trail of smoke, a falling star. In the light of this little sun, in the dark of the woods, my world was 
blindingly bright.  
And in place of simple fear, I felt exhilaration.  
I had the sense that when I looked down from the light and back at the beast, he would be 
gone, and surely enough, as I glanced down to where he was standing, I saw only a dimly 
illuminated patch of brush. 
I felt my blood, thick and red, a thrill through my veins, and yet my limbs had grown 
heavy, and a chill set into me that squirmed into my very bones and stomach. A moment later I 
was left with only the prickled hairs on the back of my neck. 
I began to hear a commotion, and as I moved toward it, the ranch lights became visible 
through the forest.  
 “Lara!” I heard in the distance, and many footfalls. “Lara!” 
A band of ranchers made their way towards me through the dewy field, flashlights 
bobbing in their hands.  
“We saw your flare,” said an enthusiastic voice, and as he came closer and clapped me on 
the back, I saw it was Spiritus.  
Twenty other ranchers joined, clasping my hand, patting my back, some smiling, some 
serious or wiping away tears. An older woman placed a crown of flowers on my head, and I felt 
something pressed into my hand, and opened it to find a tiny, delicate skull—perhaps a sparrow.  
“What did it look like to you?” asked a man. 
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“Oh, I remember mine, a beautiful dark gazelle.” 
The ranchers launched into reminiscence—of creatures like the Native totems of the 
ancient days, of their own visions when they were the ones who went alone into the forest. Now, 
I was the young man sent into the wilderness to meet his spirit. This was my initiation, a hunt set 
up for me. And it was thrilling. I had seen the eyes of the beast spirit of the ranch, and now I was 
a part of it. Like the other ranchers, who now surrounded me, questioning, I could never leave.  
“It looked like… nothing. An empty space.” 
Had I stared into the emptiness that had inhabited my heart? If so, that emptiness surely 
was gone.   
I scanned the crowd for my orchestrator, but LJ was not in the circle.  
I abandoned the celebratory party, the circle of flashlights. The others grasped at my 
hands, pulling me towards a pink-lit barn where I knew festivities and a feast were waiting—I 
could smell roasted meat on the light wind—but I wandered off in search of LJ. 
It wasn’t long before I found him, just behind a barn in the cool light of a halogen lamp. 
Stella stood in front of him, her hands in his. It was clear she was weeping, and her limbs looked 
pale and cold.  
“I’m just so sick of this place. I thought maybe if the ranch was distracted I would be 
free. Maybe I could just march right out the gates.” The last word came out with a little sob. 
“Then what happened?” 
“I got turned right around. Right back through the gates. Like everyone else does.” Her 
voice broke, and LJ embraced her. 
“It’s okay. I’m here,” he said, his voice low. “I’ll always be here.” 
 I shivered as I watched them. The night broke and it was morning.  
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I have since grieved for the lives I will never have. True, I would have abandoned just as 
many futures had I stayed with Algernon, lived in a condo, worked in an office park. My 
confinement here, the thought that I will be buried in the little cemetery out by the east gate, I 
cannot think about. I can’t breathe when I think about it. 
Time has passed, but still I cannot sort out my feelings. On the one hand, I am thrilled to 
be here, grateful to LJ for what he did to me. For a while I tried not to talk to him, since he and 
Stella are at it again, but he is my guide, just as he was hers. He chose me, and though I cannot 
be with him as I was, I have no one else who is tied to me quite like he is. Who else could I go to 
when the ranch pulls the wool over my eyes again, when I wake on my porch unsure about what 
I did the night before? LJ’s words may not be clarity, but they feel like clarity.  
On the other hand, the outside world continues to knock on the doors of my mind. My 
parents call every once in a while, wonder when I am coming to visit, if I’m doing well. I tell 
them I am happy. It isn’t untrue. 
A young boy showed up at the ranch yesterday. He had a mop of red hair and said his 
name was Ricky, and that he was eighteen, but we reckoned more like sixteen. Probably a 
runaway. But Burning Tooth Ranch is not one for turning folks away.  
The night before, I dreamt about him, down to the last freckle, and here he was, on our 
doorstep, standing in a column of sunshine.  
I stood with Spiritus, watching with my arms crossed as the boy spoke with Barbara, the 
woman with the enormous beehive who worked in the office.  
“I like the looks of him,” Spiritus said. “Looks like a good kid.” 
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“Only if you’re sure,” I said, though my thoughts were the same. When new folks 
showed up, you got this feeling about them if they were good folks. Everybody had to decide 
upon them before they got to stay, that was how it worked. But you could always get a head start 
on the masquerade. 
“You want to do the honors?” Spiritus asked. 
I couldn’t think straight, but in my heart, I knew I wanted him here. I wanted to show him 
what life could be. I wanted to see that look on his face when he knew he was one of us, when 
we welcomed him in. Part of me knows this is flawed reasoning, that it’s wrong, but my mind 
muddies and I lose the thought. The ranch lives in me, it tightens its grip. 



















 Salomé had just turned to ascend the mountain path when she met the cadejo. He 
emerged from the deep shadows of a sapote tree, so black that in the low-hanging branches he 
was merely an immense dog-shaped hole in the path. From these depths came a low, rolling 
growl that rattled the bones of Salomé’s ribcage. He was large, just as she’d heard he would be, 
with fur like briars and red, rolling eyes and massive paws and claws like sharpened stone. The 
cadejo, for those who saw him, was the last thing they ever saw. 
 Forget, for the moment, what you know of cadejos. Forget the fairytales your nursemaid 
told you on stormy nights as you lay awake in your crib. Forget your mother’s teasing warnings 
of black dogs and bandits as she sent you out to play in the forest. Forget the visions of horns and 
hooves, waggling tails and other childishness your brother frightened you with over your 
morning porridge. 
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 Cadejos are very real. They have claws as thick as bananas, teeth like long, crooked nails, 
and a stench like goats and spoiled milk. No man may meet the cadejo’s gaze and live. Those 
who manage to avoid a mauling are, by the strange curse of the cadejo’s stare, charred to a 
marvelous crisp by his mysterious forces once they have fled. 
 Luckily, Salomé was ready to die. It had been two weeks since Salomé, seventeen and 
young and beautiful, had buried her mother, and two years after the untimely death of her father. 
Alone in their little cottage on the highest mountaintop in San Lobo, Salomé, in her grief, no 
longer had any reason to live. 
 Salomé set down the basket of berries she was carrying and wiped her shaking hands on 
her dress to calm them. 
 “I suppose you’ve come for me,” she said. 
 Salomé had thought for a while that if she were to meet her death, this was how she 
would do it, calm and standing tall, welcoming death with open arms. She waited patiently for 
the cadejo to advance, staring into its red eyes.  
 But when the cadejo did not advance, Salomé grew annoyed. 
 “Alright, I’m here!” she said. “Take me already.” Her hands were beginning to shake 
again.  
 The cadejo moaned a long moan and pawed at his eye. “Oh, shut up,” he said, in a voice 
that was somewhere between a canine growl and the scream of an owl. “Can’t you see I’m in 
pain? Run along, I won’t chase you.” 
Salomé knew, however, of the extra-horrible deaths facing those who ran. Those who 
stood their ground, the cadejo took care of with tooth and claw. But those who met his 
entrancing eye and ran only got so far before the curse took them and they burst into flame. 
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You’ve heard, surely, of the charred, smoking bodies—of the desperate or the cowardly who 
fled. Husbands who disappeared after wandering home through the woods after a night of wine 
and dancing, vagabonds swept from campsites bandits from their hideouts after straying from the 
glow of the campfire, children gone up in a puff of smoke after straying too deeply into the shade 
of the dark rainforest to play.  
Roasted, all of them. 
 Salomé knew this well, her father having been an honest storyteller, so she stubbornly 
held her ground, instead leaning closer to inspect the cadejo, as something had caught her eye. 
Her nose wrinkled at the rank smell that billowed from his matted fur. 
 The cadejo moaned softly in the shade. 
 “What’s the matter with you?” she asked, leaning as close to him as she dared. 
 “You get out of here,” he said, and he gave her a good snarl, as if to say, go on, scram, 
and that’s when she saw the long thorn sticking out of his sinister eye. 
 “You’ve hurt yourself,” she said. “Let me take a look.” Salomé, a wise girl, knew that 
those who were kind to evil spirits were spared from particularly gruesome deaths. 
 “I said, you get out of here,” he said, and bit into two of her fingers, which immediately 
purpled, then blackened, then shriveled like dead ferns. 
 Though these fingers mattered little in the face of her impending death, Salomé was 
angry. “Look what you’ve done now,” she said, and she grasped his great head in her palm, held 
fast, and slid the long thorn from his eye. 
 The cadejo’s white blood burst from the wound, and he howled a long, screaming howl. 
Birds and insects exploded from the surrounding rainforest. 
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 Blood began to pool on the ground by his massive paws, where it smoked sinisterly as the 
cadejo’s eye grew milky white with blindness. Salomé ripped the hem off her long dress and 
bound the cadejo’s monstrous head tightly. 
 “There, you stupid beast,” she said. “Now get on with it.” 
 
 But the cadejo could not. Never before had a human showed such kindness toward him, 
and it was as if Salomé had snaked her warm fingers into his chest and wrapped them around his 
dark heart. The cadejo had to spare her, as he could not bear to kill the only human being who 
had ever been gentle to him.  
 However, he knew that were they to part company, Salomé would become one of the 
many blackened corpses he left in his wake. This thought he could not endure. For, despite his 
curse and his dark, murderous urges, the cadejo was not a creature of undiluted evil. 
 So despite Salomé’s initial protests, the cadejo followed her home to the cottage atop the 
mountain. The cadejo moved in silence, but Salomé could feel him behind her, radiating cold, 
siphoning off sunlight, darkening the bubble of forest around them.  
 They stepped together into the cottage. It had been the home of Salomé’s parents, her 
grandparents, her great-grandparents, all the way back to the first explorers to San Lobo. It was 
small, but cozy. The room darkened as the cadejo entered.  
 Salomé grieved at the loss of even a dignified death, and went to bed that night without a 
bite of stew. The cadejo was terrifying, that was certain, but she supposed it was good luck to 
befriend a spirit of death. She’d heard of those who were blessed by guardian spirits, but never 
quite like this. Salomé could not shake the coldness that descended upon her. She felt as though 
she were suspended in the strange, cramped space between life and death—and, in truth, she 
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was. If the cadejo strayed too far from her, or she from him, her life would end. Whether she 
liked it or not, they were now tied by a long, invisible string. This was not a comfort. Salomé 
despaired. 
 The cadejo was confused by her unhappiness. He had never known a human being 
before, but swore he had never in his eternities of being seen one so miserable. He tried, for the 
first days, to comfort her himself, sidling up to her as she made rabbit stew, but Salomé withdrew 
in disgust at his foul smell, his dripping snout. He realized that he would have to take more 
dramatic action. 
 It was then that Salomé learned of the magic of the cadejo’s eyeball. The cadejo told her 
that the eye would allow her to see the dead, and that she might, if she desired, use it to visit her 
family.  
 For three days, Salomé could not eat or sleep, torn by the desire to see her parents and by 
the prospect of what might happen if she did. Would they be half-decomposed, worm-eaten and 
ghastly? Would their spirits be angry? She did not know. 
 But nevertheless one afternoon she rose from her gardening, went into the house to gather 
the necessary items, and descended to the patch. 
 The family plot was on a small clearing in the forest, enclosed in the fist of a snarl of high 
weeds. Nothing had ever grown here, her father told her, so her great-great-grandparents decided 
it would be a suitable place for the dead. 
 Salomé had pried out the cadejo’s blind eye earlier that morning with a paring knife, and 
wrapped it in fine paper and placed it safely in her pocket. She also brought a little glass of 
water—the last remaining unchipped glass from her mother’s dishware, so her mother would not 
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worry that her belongings were being mistreated—and a little dish of her mother’s favorite 
pudding. 
 In the graveyard, Salomé set the dishes down atop her mother’s tombstone and removed 
the eyeball from her pocket with a shaking hand. Its white had grown ashen, the berry-red iris 
shaded a light pink. It smelled faintly of blood. Nausea bubbled in her empty stomach, but she 
popped the eye between her lips and swallowed it whole with three large gulps of water. It 
burned as it rolled down her esophagus.  
She sat in the fresh dirt of her mother’s grave and waited for something to happen. The 
clouds shifted restlessly above, hastening to bring the afternoon storm. She stared at the 
headstone. Caught in the blinding sunlight, its whiteness caused her vision to dapple and purple 
and soon her eyelids fell into a drugged heaviness. She thought she must have dozed off, as she 
felt herself awaken to the soil before her crumbling and falling into the ground, which opened 
into a blackness at the bottom of which she saw her mother, dressed in her cotton nightgown, the 
hand over her breast rising and falling gently as she dozed.  
 As the sunlight angled into her face, her eyes opened sleepily and locked on Salomé. 
Salomé was afraid for a moment, but her mother looked at her so sweetly that her fear melted.   
 “Mama,” Salomé said. “Can you hear me?” 
 Her mother opened her mouth and spoke, but she heard nothing. 
 “Mama, I can’t hear you,” she said. “Speak louder.”  
 Her mother reached up her hand, and began to stand up in the plot, but was trapped, her 
head angled and her hand flattened against the invisible barrier at the ground’s surface. 
 Salomé extended her hand to grasp her mother’s, but at ground level found it impossible 
to move. 
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She tried to stroke her mother’s long, dark hair, but could not reach it. She tried to kiss 
her mother’s dark, freckled cheek, but could not touch it. 
 Salomé wept as she watched her mother, trapped and silent in her hole in the ground. Her 
mother waved to catch the attention of the weeping Salomé, and pointed to her right, and quickly 
Salomé noticed that all of the graves in the yard had opened, and she crawled to her right and 
peered over the ledge of the next grave and found her father, leaned up against a corner, picking 
his teeth with the bronze-handled pocketknife they’d buried him with.  
 Salomé walked amongst the stirring relatives, her grandparents, old and weary, the 
cousin, the baby Violetta. When she could take no more, Salomé returned to her mother, who 
had again reclined in her grave looking very tired. Salomé laid down beside her mother’s grave, 
still looking at her, watching the shadows of clouds move slowly over her mother’s soft 
nightgown. The day grew darker, and Salomé began to shiver, and wrapped her dress around her 
feet and fought to stay awake. 
The pelting of cold raindrops startled her from her slumber, and she found herself asleep 
on the dirt in the graveyard in the dark green mouth of the forest. Rain was drumming inside the 
emptied water glass by her head, and she found that the graves had become covered again, 
covered in grasses as if they’d never been disturbed. 
She ran up the path and into the house, her dress wet and covered with a smear of mud 
the color of blood. The pudding dish was emptied and filled instead with insects and rainwater. 
Had it been a dream? Now digested, the eyeball’s magic had worn off. In the damp cool of the 
house, she felt her uneasy stomach as if to feel for the eyeball, some physical proof that it had 
happened. She found herself more alone than ever. The cadejo lurked in the corner expectantly, a 
shadow in the lightless house. 
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Seeing her family once more gave Salomé no peace. Instead, she found that her 
loneliness had intensified, having revisited all that she had lost. More than ever, she wished to 
rest with her family. 
But the cadejo would not leave her. He loved her, this strange girl. The cadejo coaxed 
her, day by day, out from the cool of the empty cottage and into the forest, his home.  
Together, as the months passed, they explored the vast mountainous countryside and the 
rainforest Salomé had grown up in, and where the cadejo felt free. Afternoons, they retreated into 
the brush together to hunt rabbits for rabbit stew, Salomé’s favorite. In a crook in the adjacent 
mountainside they found a waterfall, where a thicket of sweet botón berries grew lush and green. 
By the tumbling stream there was a tree Salomé could shake and a hundred birds would fly out, a 
winged explosion into the afternoon. And, in time, for the first time since her parents’ death, 
Salomé felt less alone. 
Their companionship, however, was unnatural. As the cadejo grew less strange to 
Salomé, she began to feel less in the presence of an evil creature and more as though she were 
living in perpetual shade. Suspended as she was in her youth by the cadejo’s strange curse, 
Salomé did not age a day. In the fifty years that passed under the cadejo’s shadow, not a wrinkle 
creased her face, and not a gray hair scribbled from her sleek head. 
Yet in this time, Salomé’s soul aged a hundred years.   
Salomé grew so tired that no matter how much she slept, she woke feeling as though she 
had not slept at all. The vegetables from the garden came up rotten, or full of worms, the vines 
shriveled. The trees in the orchard by the house bore fruits small and hard with bitter flesh. The 
cadejo’s shadow descended darkly upon the farm. 
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Rumors grew in nearby San Lobo of an ageless witch who lived in the mountains. The 
villagers refused to speak with Salomé when she descended—increasingly sparingly—to trade 
her cured cheeses and salted goat meat for her meager monthly rations, instead spitting at her 
feet and treating her coldly until she returned to her mountain perch. They did not know directly 
of the cadejo, at her side even in town, hidden beneath a rug in the bed of her cart so none of the 
villagers would catch his fatal gaze.  
Salomé on her visits looked with sore jealousy at the mothers in the town, holding the 
soft hands of their children and the rough ones of their husbands, their lives so simple, their 
burdens so light. She longed for a child of her own, for a husband of her own, though she knew 
this could never be. So long as her children had eyes, they would be prisoners, just as she was.  
Salomé bore her burden in solitude. That was, until Joaquin appeared at her doorstep. 
The cadejo had been growing troublesome, killing off scores of rabbits and stalking the 
goats in the corral. Salomé, fatigued by his mischief, had returned to bed in the afternoon. It was 
then that she heard the knock at the door, and opened it to find Joaquin standing there, six feet 
tall and nineteen years old, with black hair in a rakish cockatoo’s curl and a cauliflower ear.  
Joaquin sold gramophones from the back of his cart, and had no shortage of stories once 
Salomé had invited him in for tea. Salomé, warmed by his company as if by a fire, fell into his 
sapling embrace. For three days, they floundered in bed, talking and sipping sweet whiskey and 
eating small cheeses. Salomé smiled to be free from the cadejo’s company for the first time in 
decades. 
When she had heard Joaquin’s knock, she told the cadejo to sit out back with the 
firewood, and he obeyed, eager as always for her favor. For three days the cadejo waited, 
thinking that perhaps that human company would be good for Salomé. But not once did she 
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come to visit him while the boy was staying in the cottage—his cottage—and the cadejo soon 
grew irritated. Did his love and obedience mean nothing to her? Were his years of loyalty 
nothing in the light of the company of a stranger? The indignity could not be borne.  
The third night, as Joaquin lazed with his boots in the fire and Salomé on his lap, the 
cadejo began scratching urgently at the door. And when finally Salomé grew annoyed with his 
scratching and opened the door to scold the beast, the cadejo flew in triumphantly through the 
doorway, seized Joaquin in his massive teeth, and killed him. Salomé wept in despair.  
A few years passed. The cadejo’s urge to kill was blooming in him again. Many nights, 
Salomé woke to hear the screams of birds and rabbits, ensnared in their sweet slumbers by the 
putrid jaws of the cadejo. Truly, the cadejo could not help himself. After a life of wandering, to 
await Salomé all day and lay by her bedside all night was exhausting.  
He found himself roaming the edge of the forest as she slept, careful not to stray too far, 
and caught whatever small game he could, pinning it down, listening to it cry. He’d prod at its 
soft little belly with a claw, watching it wriggle uncomfortably, then press his claw in until he 
drew blood. This little cruelty was not something that had pleased him before, but of late it had 
begun to. Perhaps the benignity of his existence was getting to him. Maybe, he was bound to 
become a different sort of creature altogether, one less tied to obligation and more purely evil. 
Salomé worried, when she took him into town, that his patience would wear thin, and that 
he would, out of compulsion, catch a score of villagers in his dark jaws. It was of these blooming 
malevolent urges that Salomé thought when she met Hector. 
Hector Xola rode into town wearing the first pair of sunglasses Salomé had ever seen. He 
sat upon a high cart coupled to a team of pinto mules, his pants hitched up to his armpits and his 
hair a wild fluff of black. His cart, a vibrant blue and painted with macaws, read “Xola Watch 
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Repair Services.” Salomé observed him with extreme interest. He was devilishly handsome, she 
thought, and was surprised that she had never seen him before, sure that such a man would not 
have escaped her attention for very long, and strangers were rare in San Lobo.  
Hector, in fact, had just blown into town on a strange wind—a wind that woke lovers 
early that morning to tumble in bed, that sent birds in a cacophony into the forest, calling to find 
each other in the trees for sweet feathery embraces. 
Such was the power that soothed Salomé’s worries and drew her across the square to 
Hector’s side. 
Hector had pulled his mules to a crawl, but too late, as they barreled into the ladder of a 
man who was whitewashing the stucco of a church. Though Hector’s blindness did not hinder 
him in many ways, it did put a damper on his cart driving. 
The man’s paint bucket tumbled into the dust, and he descended with a fury of words, 
shaking a fist at Hector, who simply beamed widely and swung down from the cart with a thin 
cane in his hand.  
The angry painter shoved Hector in the chest hard, though Hector continued to grin, 
flashing widely spaced teeth. Salomé stood by Hector a moment, admiring him, until the painter 
noticed her and forgot his anger with Hector. 
The painter spat in the dirt by her feet. “Don’t talk to her,” he said to Hector. “She’s a 
witch.” This was a legitimate concern, as witches did and still do plague the mid-peninsular 
mountains.  
“A witch, eh?” Hector said. “A man in my position could use one of those.” 
 Salomé almost smiled. 
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 “What will it take, madam, to restore my eyesight?” he asked, slipping his hands into his 
pants pockets. 
Salomé blushed as the painter stalked off, kicking dirt over his wasted whitewash.  
“Oh,” she said. “A snip of your hair, a pint of your blood, and all of your money.” 
Hector grinned, and revealed a set of brown, ground-down teeth between his lips, shaded 
ever so slightly by a thin mustache. 
“Would you accompany me for a walk? Perhaps we can talk about an exchange.” 
 Salomé’s heart, so temporarily light, fell as she thought of the shadow waiting beneath 
the carpet in her cart.  
 “Don’t be absurd,” she said, and walked back to her cart fighting tears. 
 
Salomé stayed in bed the next day until noon, listening to the goats wailing loudly from 
their corral. It was then that she heard a knock at the door.  
Hector cocked his head as she cracked open the door, his sunglasses askew. 
 Seeing him, she threw herself into the opening of the door. She could hear the cadejo 
sniffing behind her.  
 “What are you doing here?” she asked Hector, angrily. 
 “I heard the angry witch lived down this way,” he said. “I came to see for myself. Well, 
sort of.” 
 “Get out of here,” she said, feeling the coolness of the cadejo behind her legs, waiting, 
curious. “It’s not safe. We don’t want you here.” 
 “Oh, we? So your husband is here, then?” 
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 He was charming. “One moment,” she said, and she closed the door in his face and 
turned to the cadejo. With a broom, she chased him into the corner by the bed and covered him 
with a sheet. “Don’t you move an inch,” she said. The cadejo growled, though he nodded 
beneath the sheet.  
 When she opened the door, Hector was running his fingers through the horsemint 
growing by the door and pressing them to his nose.  
 “Oh, what a beautiful home,” Hector said.  
 Salomé and Hector fell in love that evening over rabbit stew.  
Hector was a strange man in his own way. Though he was blind, he was a watch 
repairman by trade, and also fixed other small gadgets, using some intuitive sense that Salomé 
did not understand. He also built small toys which delighted Salomé—little creatures composed 
of infinitesimally tiny gears and threadlike wires, some that walked, or turned, or made sounds 
like different sorts of insects—beetles, wasps, cicadas. Salomé forgot, for a time, her troubles.  
Salomé did not tell Hector of the cadejo, sure that if she did, he would be back in his cart 
and rocketing off down the road before she had finished. Instead, Salomé bade the cadejo be 
silent around Hector, with the firm promise to the cadejo that if he were to speak, she would run 
off promptly and kill herself. The idea horrified the cadejo, so he kept his vow of silence. 
They spoke only when Salomé left Hector in the cottage to work in the fields or the 
orchard, the cadejo observing her from the dark umbrage of the outlying forest. The cadejo was 
pleased, of course, to see Salomé happy. Any dark spirit would be. Warmth returned to Salomé’s 
skin, and she grew golden and healthy, her cheeks round. But he felt as though his love for her 
could not be shared. He was restless, and the presence of a creature other than Salomé tempted 
him sorely. Though Hector’s blindness saved him from the cadejo’s stare, the cadejo could not 
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help but fantasize over Hector’s murder. Perhaps he would, as Hector slept beside his beloved, 
filet his softly moving chest with a claw. Perhaps he could, with the flick of a tooth, open 
Hector’s throat. The cadejo smacked his jaws in delight at the thought.  
His hungry regard did not go unnoticed. Often Salomé caught the cadejo staring at Hector 
while he worked at his bench or smoked on the porch, his red eye dark and unreadable. The sight 
sent chills down her spine.  
Hector was not completely unaware of the cadejo. Though he could not see the cadejo, he 
could feel a cold spirit wandering through the house. Over the first month of his residence with 
Salomé, Hector slowly learned of the cadejo’s presence. Sometimes, a horrible chill would wash 
over him as he went to pour his tea, or an icy breeze pass by him as he strode to call Salomé 
home from the fields. 
Sometimes, his workbench turned over on its own, sending the clocks tumbling to the 
ground, so Hector would have to fumble around on the floor for twenty minutes finding all of the 
pieces. Sometimes, at night he woke in a sweat, freezing cold, feeling as though someone or 
something were leaning over him, watching him from the empty darkness of the night. 
He had terrible nightmares of a great pair of jaws that opened in a vast swath of rainforest 
and swallowed him whole. And yet each time he woke in fright, there was Salomé’s sweetness to 
soothe him. With that, he was content. 
Within three months of their marriage, the farm, as if by magic, began to flourish. The 
orchard fruits hung heavy from their branches—fat, dimpled papaya, fluorescent orange mango, 
cherries the size of noses, sweet and bulging granadillas. They filled bins with potatoes and 
grains, and the goats grew plump and produced more milk than Salomé had time to make into 
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cheese, so each night, they filled their stomachs with fresh warmed milk, fruits with heaping 
dollops of cream, spiced rice deserts thick with crème fraiche.  
Their plenteous crops brought in money, as did Hector’s repair work, as he repaired the 
cheap mantelpiece house clocks that grew commonplace in town. Together, they bought a 
refrigerator, which broke every other week, and a tractor that broke every other day.  
Salomé drove it back from town on the long road through the new palm plantation as 
Hector sat atop the ox cart behind her, the two of them smiling and flirting wildly, as they did. 
The cadejo, a little shadow sprawled beneath a pair of carpets in the cart, said nothing. He and 
Salomé no longer wandered in the woods together, no longer went on afternoon adventures 
chasing birds and rabbits, no longer shared stories of their lives before—her short life, his eons. 
Salomé had gained a companion, it was true. But the cadejo had lost the only companion he had 
ever known.  
Three months after their marriage, Salomé began to find goats dead in the corral. First the 
one, then more, their bodies torn to meat, their tendons snapped, their bones splintered. She 
sought the cadejo and found him lazing in the shade, licking his jowls. She had known that his 
peace with Hector could not last forever. The cadejo had become more of a stranger than ever, 
his red eye unreadable, hard and cold, a ruby. She had seen the way he stared at Hector. It filled 
her with a dread like she had ever known, worse than the dread of her mother’s death when the 
typhus struck. Worst of all, she dreaded another half-century of loneliness. How much happiness 
would she be allowed? Four months? Five? The thought could not be tolerated.   
Hector had pressed her recently for children, noting wistfully at their sunlit breakfast that 
their cottage could use a little noise. Salomé longed to desire a family in the innocent way in 
which Hector desired one, but she dreaded pregnancy. Were she ever to have a child, she 
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thought, she should have to dash out its eyes before it could fix them upon the red glare of the 
cadejo. The same would not work for Salomé—the damage was done. 
Such were the thoughts that plagued her. Still she had a tenuous grasp on Hector’s life—
she felt it slipping into the cadejo’s frigid claws. His urge to kill flowered horribly. Something 
had to be done. It was only safe that she find another outlet for his urges. 
There was a vagabond camp a few miles down the road. At night, their campfire roared 
high, casting a beautiful orange glow. Down they ventured that first night, slipping silently from 
the cabin as Hector slept softly, down the dark highway to the camp.  
The first man they killed was drunk and passed out in his boots. An easy kill for the 
cadejo, who nonetheless almost pranced back to the cottage, little droplets of blood dripping 
from his chops as they walked. 
The next full moon, they went again. So guilty she had felt about leaving the body of the 
first man that the second—a harder kill, a young man from the group no older than Joaquin had 
been—she carted back to the cottage and buried in the family plot. She convinced herself that the 
cadejo, then, was satiated, feeling both a heaviness and a lightness as she crept back into bed just 
before the break of morning as Hector slept softly.  
The fourth month of Hector’s sunlit residency at the cottage, Salomé again slipped out as 
Hector slept. The cadejo, she noticed, was more cheerful than normal on these journeys. She was 
suspicious that this was not only the prospect of a worthy kill, but that he was pleased again to be 
spending time alone with her, without Hector.  
This was mostly true. Though killing did nothing for his slowly boiling hatred of Hector, 
the taste of man’s blood calmed him. Murder was a part of him, the desire that bubbled up from 
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his heart, that ignited his soul. Love could not eradicate his urge to kill. Especially when such 
love was waning. 
Salomé, in fact, had grown even colder since the sacrifices began. Salomé hated to kill, 
hated that she had no choice but to appease her little shadow. That was not entirely true. She did 
have a choice, it was clear, and this thought bothered her more deeply. She could send Hector on 
his way, or off herself, but she did not. She resented the cadejo even more for this. He was no 
longer the only monster in San Lobo, and she knew it.  
After the kill, Salomé dumped the body in the cart and they started up the long road 
home. The cadejo was like a poison within her. He trotted beside her, merrily smacking his 
jowls, still damp from the kill, and in his good humor, he felt in the mood for cruelty.  
“You’re not going to have any children with him, are you?” the cadejo asked, almost 
gleefully. 
He knew how much the thought had plagued her, had heard their conversations. Hector 
ruminated often an evening over their rich desserts that the house could use a little noise, and it 
pained Salomé that this could never be. Salomé felt a surge of anger at the cadejo.  
“No,” she said. “I’d die before that happened.” 
 “No, you wouldn’t,” the cadejo piped up, with another flush of hatred from Salomé. 
“You’re much too selfish for that. I know you. I’ve known you longer than Hector has known 
you, longer than your parents knew you. I know why you bring me down here each month, 
killing these innocent men.” 
 Salomé moved to kick him hard in the side, but he dodged her boot.  
 “You think I might kill him, don’t you? Well, you’re right,” the cadejo continued. “Do 
you know why?” 
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 Salomé stared into the dark, tears gathering. 
 “Because the only person I hate more than Hector Xola is you.” It was true, in a way. 
Hector had not done him the same wrongs. 
 Salomé, filled with rage, swung down from the mule and ensnared her fingers in his fur, 
pulling as hard as she could. “Then why don’t you just leave me, then?” she asked, her teeth 
gritted. It was a good question. 
 The cadejo did not answer. 
 
Hector was sitting at the kitchen table in the cottage in the dark when they returned. He 
held a watch held loosely in his hands, his fingers twisting the crown idly so that the hands spun 
through hour after hour. He had a disconcerting way of moving about in the dark. Salomé 
jumped when she spied him.  
“So who is he?” Hector asked when he heard her enter. 
“I don’t understand,” she said, her heart pounding as if it were trying to escape from her 
ribcage, though it had been a long night and she was tired. “What are you doing awake?” 
“Please tell me who he is,” Hector said, pressing his hands into the table. “Your lover. I 
won’t be angry. I want to know.” 
“Hector, please. Come back to bed. I was checking on the goats, that’s all.” 
“You weren’t.” He rose from the table, steadying himself. A timepiece fell from his lap 
onto the stone floor with a threatening crack, somehow especially loud in the dark. The cadejo 
brushed past Salomé’s legs and into the cottage to sniff at the broken glass. Hector shivered 
when the cadejo reached his feet, but his face remained stern. 
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“I know you weren’t,” said Hector. “You’ve been gone all night. The first two times, I 
was quiet. I thought you had trouble sleeping.”  
She had to tell him. Salomé looked in his shadowed face and her heart sank, realizing that 
he would likely never be able to think of her the same way again. She would freeze his kind 
heart, and the love and companionship she had waited so long for. 
“I have something to show you,” she said. 
Salomé took his hand and led him out of the cottage and into the dark. The cadejo was 
outside, circling the cart excitedly. She was sure he already knew what was happening. Her 
palms were clammy, and the cadejo’s excitement nauseated her.  
Had he never come to her, she would have been buried in the ground a decade earlier. 
Instead, she lived on, plagued by his perpetual shadow, though touched somewhat by his strange 
loyalty to her. No more. As she held Hector’s hand, warm but limp as a fish, to show him to what 
she had done, there was no love left in her heart. She hated the cadejo.  
 The three of them reached the wagon, and the cadejo’s maw curled into a smile. Salomé 
trembled as she guided Hector’s hand towards the cart bed.  
 “Just a little further, Hector,” she said. “Don’t be afraid. I did this for you.” 
 “What’s here?” asked Hector, his voice a whisper. His hand moved slowly down with 
hers until it rested upon the bundle wrapped in the sheet.  
“Hector, please forgive me, I did it for you. To save you.” From him, she thought, as 
Hector fumbled at the bundle, feeling its shape. 
Hector finally felt the cold hand of the man lying in the cart, and his hand shot back and 
he cried out.  
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“Salomé, what have you done?” Hector said, clasping a hand over his mouth, slowly 
drawing back from Salomé and the cadejo.  
Salomé struggled against her tears. “We’re not alone here, Hector,” she said.  
The cadejo smacked his jaws with delight. Salomé paled at the look on Hector’s face. All 
fear and no love. 
 “Hector,” she said. “There is a dark spirit living here with us.” The cadejo brushed up 
against Hector’s side with his cold, briary fur, and Hector startled and paled. 
 Hector refused to go inside to talk over tea, so they stood out in the night as Salomé 
talked. Salomé told him of her life with the cadejo, of the black magic that kept her young and 
alive. She pleaded with him not to be afraid, begged him to understand her unending loneliness 
before he came to her. Hector listened quietly until the sun rose, and then turned with scarcely a 
word and went to bed.  
Hector grew sick the next day. His skin, when he woke that morning, was sallow, and 
quickly he found himself unable to move about the cottage. It was as if his joints had frozen, he 
said. Whether it was shock at the presence of the supernatural beast, or grief at his wife’s secret, 
or terror at what she had done to save him, he was not sure. Perhaps all three.  
He lay beneath a high pile of quilts for a couple days, eating less and less and finally not 
at all. He refused even the sweetest, most delicious rice pudding; his eternal smile was not there 
and he told Salomé the smell made him nauseous. Salomé brought him his watches to tinker 
with, but his powers of touch had gone and he tossed the gadgets on the quilt. After that he said 
little but that he loved Salomé. She was not sure whether to believe him. 
 He died on a Saturday afternoon. Salomé removed his glasses and placed them in her 
pocket. She wept at how brief his life had been. The cadejo sat by her side. 
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Salomé finished filling in Hector’s grave and sat atop it. She had been surprised at how 
heavy his body had been when she tried to lift it, so lightly he’d carried himself. As the mule 
carried him down, she’d steadied him and run her fingers endlessly through his black hair, 
grazed over the pine-thick stubble of his mustache, trying to feel a lifetime’s worth of the 
sensations of him before she no longer could. 
 Salomé sat and wept deeply. Every few minutes, she was seized with the urge to dig him 
up and look at him again—one more look, that would be enough. But instead she sat until the 
sunset tossed up its pinks and purples and she went up to the house to fill her empty stomach. 
 She ate her rabbit soup and the house was quiet. The cadejo, as he had for the last fifty 
years, sat at her feet.  
 At first, the cadejo had been clearly pleased at Hector’s death. Again it could be him and 
Salomé, together as they had been. Perhaps they could roam the woods together, find a new 
place to live, or simply keep moving, down south where he’d always liked it, or towards the 
coast, if she preferred. But there was a change in Salomé. Hers was no longer the hopeless, 
melancholy desire for death, but an impatient waiting. She had finally found reprieve from the 
vast loneliness that had swallowed her for so long, and now she was back where she started. She 
sat and stared. 
 The cadejo brushed lightly against her side. “Do you want to go hunt some rabbits?” the 
cadejo asked. 
 Salomé stared past her spoonful of soup. “No, I do not want to hunt rabbits,” she said. 
 “Do you want to go for a walk by the waterfall? There are some beautiful birds there. I 
could catch one, and so could you.” 
 “No,” said Salomé. “I do not want to walk.” 
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 The cadejo was frustrated. What could he give her? 
Salomé left the house and again sat by Hector’s grave. She shivered until she could not 
stop shivering. She lit a lantern, but even pressing her fingers to the hot glass would not warm 
them. The cadejo descended from where he observed her, in his way, and sat by her side. 
 “Take my eye,” he said. “Take it and eat it and see your husband again.” 
 Salomé looked blankly at him. 
 The cadejo loved Salomé as much as he always had. Perhaps, if he were to lose both his 
eyes, his curse would be gone, and he would no longer kill. That was a thought. Though a life of 
blindness did not appeal to the cadejo, he would prefer blindness to watching his beloved Salomé 
suffer. She was young and beautiful, she had always been so. Yet in this moment, she looked 
unfathomably old. Although—to the cadejo, she was as beautiful as she had always been. She 
was more beautiful than nightfall over San Lobo, with its rich purples and devilish blacks. She 
was more beautiful than the sprays of stars glistening over the rainforest at night. She was more 
beautiful than the freshest blood, like liquid ruby, redder than the ripest cherry, spilled across the 
dark forest floor. She had wormed her way into his heart, and she would not be uprooted from it. 
 Salomé said nothing for a moment. Her true love was lost. She did not understand the 
love of the strange creature before her, and could not. What she did understand was that Hector 
was gone, and seeing him lying in his grave would do nothing to change that. She was cold, she 
had lived far too long. Time had stretched her thin. It was time to go. 
 “Leave me,” she said. 
 “Oh,” said the cadejo. “It will be alright. We’ll be alright. Come inside and warm 
yourself by the fire.”  
 But she was beyond the warmth of fires. “No,” said Salomé. “I mean leave me.” 
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 The cadejo’s heart surged for the last time with love. This was the only thing he had left 
to give her. So he nodded and walked into the woods and never returned. Behind him burned the 
brightest flame.  
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